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Subsidy requi.res students
to begin -career_~ in state
By RICHARD WILSON
The Courier-Journal

PIKEVILLE, Ky. - Kentucky
students at Pikeville College's
School of Osteopathic Medicine
will get a dramatic break on tu- ·
ition this fall if they agree to start
their careers in the state as family practitioners.
Under a little-noticed change in
the .law, Kentuckians attending
the P.rivate osteopathic school are
eligible for a subsidy of about
$12,000 so they won't pay more
than students at traditional medi
cal schools such as the ones at ·
the University of Louisville and
University of Kentucky. To ~et
the subsidy, they must s1i1n
agreements to practice family
medicine in the state after graduating and completing their required residencies.
Students and college officials
say the subsidy will be a huge
help to students at the year-old
medical school and to rural areas
of the state without family doctors.
"It's a lifesaver," said Jody
Bentley of Hazard, who bas just
completed his. first year at the
Pikeville medical school.
"I'm planning to stay in this
area, and this is allowing me to
worry about my school work, and
not have to sit and worry about
where's the money going to come

from."

-

Students ·who accept the stipends must enter family practices
in the state for the same number
of years for which they took the
subsidy. If they don't honor the
commitment, they must repay the
grant with interest.
The program is being financed
by a nearly $2. 7 million appropriation by the 1998 General Assembly, which passed legislation
sponsored by Sen. Benny Ray
Bailey of Knott County, and
backed by Gov. Paul Patton, a
Pikeville College trustee and former-Pike County judge-executive.
. The plan prompted some quest10ns from the medical community last year, when Bailey first
backed the idea, ·inchiding concerns it might undercut money
for·state medical schools. But the
plan had no opposition when the
legislature approved it.
With the support of Patton and
Bailey, the inl1uentiai chairtnan of
the Senate's budget committee the
program's enabling bill s~iled
th_rough both legislative chambers
Without a negative vote.
Also, Bailey noted that the money

comes from coal severance tax reven~e.- not from_general fund appropnat1ons that might be available to
state schools.
He said in an interview that the
program is not a precedent because
• the Kentucky Tuition Grant Program
provides aid to students who use the
money to attend private colleges.
Those grants are based on financial
need.

And he said the state already subsidizes tuition costs for medical students at the state schools.
·Rep.'"Barry Moberly Jr., chairman
of the House budget committee, said
the support of two influential Eastern
Kentuckians - Patton and Bailey quelled any opposition to the plan.
"It had a lot of strong support in a
. couple of key areas," said Moberly,
: D-Richmond.
. "Nobody raised any objection to
• developing Pikeville," said Sen. Er. nesto Scorsone, D-Lexington. "I
think (lawmakers) were interested in
helping that region and felt like this
was a needed program."
THE PIKEVILLE school, the first
new medical school in the state since
UK's was opened in 1960, is still developing. It recently finalized selection of its. second class of 60 students.
"We're right on schedule as to
where we should be right now," said
Dr. John Strosnider, the school's
dean.
There's an array of reasons the
school attracted its students last year.
Some could not gain admission to
other medical schools, either because
of grades or space limitations, or
they didn't apply elsewhere. Officials
at both UK and U of L say they regularly reject applicants who would probably make good physicians, primarily
because the state limits their enrollments,
But others, like Jody Brown of
Pikeville, just don't want to leave
Eastern Kentucky. "I'm a local boy
from the mountains, and I didn't

want to leave," said Brown, who
earned his undergraduate degree at
Pikeville Coll~e in 1993.
Chip Conley of Brandenburg just
wanted to get his education in osteopathic medicine as his great-grandfather, grandfather and father did. "It's
the overall holistic approach to medicine in that a person is a human being and you don't just go and treat
the symptoms of the disorder or the
disease that (one) has," he said.
"You also have to treat the person."
However, Conley is among some
students who don't plan to take advantage of the subsidy.
Although he plans to practice in
Kentucky, Conley said he hasn't decided if he wants to commit-to family
practice.
"I'm not ruling that out, but I'm
just saying I don't want to put my
name on a contract that makes me
do that if I choose during the thirdor tourth-year clinical rotations that
I'm interested in something else," he
said.
.
BUT AT LEAST one famil:,: is
particularly gleeful about the tu1t1on
rogram. James Aphrem, 48, of AshFand and his daughter, Anoopa, 22,
we,.; the school's only father-daughter students. "I need that money. My
daughter does, too," said James Ap~rem. Both say they plan t_o remam in
Eastern Kentucky to .praCllce.

Strosnider, the dean, said the
school is busy working to make sure
it has enough sites lined up in the
area for the medical students to train.
"Our biggest challenge and the
thing most time-consuming for me
and our clinical people are affiliating
and setting up the rotation sites for
clinical rotations, which will begin a

year ffom August," he said. 11We're
right on schedule for that."
Pikeville students will begin rotations for practical training in area
hospitals and clinics after completing
their second year.
And adding a second class this fall
will leave the school slightly
cramped. But that should.he.alleviated early next year when construction
of a $1.5 million .fifth story on the
Armington Science Learning Center
is expected to be completed. That
12,000-square-foot addition will

house a new classroom and a micro•
biology-pathology laboratory.
Until then, Strosnider said, the students will alternate classroom use of
Annington's large auditorium and
laboratories with morning and afternoon schedules.
Plans for an addition to the medical school's library space were altered when the school failed to receive a federal grant. But Strosnider
said space is available for existing
holdings until a new library is built.
OTHER CHANGES in preparation for a second-year class include
the hiring of seven new professors
and administrators.
Strosnider. said only two of last
year's students dropped out. One of
those plans to re-enroll, he said, and
three others will repeat their first
year. Strosnider said that between
500 and 600 applicants sought admission to the school for the coming
year and that between 180 and 200
were interviewed. More than half of
the entering class is made up of Kentuckians, he added .
"We would hope to keep 80 to 90
percent (of the school's enrollment)
from the Appalachian region or Kentucky," Strosnider said.
UK and U of L's medical schools
typically receive up to 4,000 applications a year for 232 slots. About 95
percent ?f their beginning classes are :
Kentuckians.
But the subsidy program at Piki,ville will make a medical education ·
more feasible for many Appalachianarea students, Strosnider said.
Withoyt the program, he added,
they might choose UK or U of L,
thinking Pikeville's tuition is prohibiJ'

tive.

"Now they don't have that kind of
excuse because they know they can
stay here if they so choose," he said,
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lt' s official: Technical schools,
community colleges are joined
Associated Press
FRANKFORT,.Ky. - Kentucky
Tech is no more.
In one of the last- moves to
merge the state's technical schools
and community colleges, the Kentucky Tech system was formally
blended into the Kentucljy Cominunity and Technical College System yesterday, the first day of the
state's fiscal year.
.
Students at the fornrer technical
schools will be taking classes on a
semester system instead of ~ quarter system. The ch~nge to a sys,

tern more compatible with the tra- Postsecondary Education and
ditional college format will make President Gordon Davies.
it easier for students to transfer
The change makes it easier for
credits.
technical-education students to
Ease of transfer was one of the obtain degrees. The technical colgoals of the 1997 General Assem- leges can grant degr_ees already,
bly's overhaul of Kentucky's high- but there will be more joint proms with the community coler-education system.
The 1997 law required the 15 ~ ges.
technical schools and. 13 of the
The technical colleges have ·
former community colleges of the been organized into main· campusUniversity of Kentµcky to be ad- es extensions and branches. For
ministered as one system. The ex'ample, the Centr~l Kentucky
technical and community college Technical College mam campus 1s
srstem, and the eight state unjver- · in Lexington, with br~nches in
sities, are under the Council on _Lawrenceburg and DanVIlle.
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·Web site will show all courses
at the South's public colleges
By ESTES THOMPSON
Associated Press

The Web address

in need," Collins said. "If they are
hungry, they need food, not a lecture
on information technology. We need
to do all these things."
Collins, chairman of the Commission on the Future of the South, said
a preliminary report by her commission recommends improving basic
education by 2000 to require that
children be able to read by fourth
grade and handle math, including algebra, by age 9.
The commission's report, which
will be presented to the Southern

The Internet address for the
CHAPEL HILL. N.C. - A World
Southern Regional Electronic
Wide Web site that will connect all
Campus is:
course offerings at public colleges in
www.srec.sreb.org.
the South was unveiled yesterday at
a regional education meeting.
The site was developed to give access to a wide array of courses to strated, former Kentucky Gov. Marpeople who work and can't attend tha Layne Collins told conference
college, as well as students who participants that education was the
want to broaden their choices, said key to continued economic growth in
Bruce Chaloux, director of the proj- Southern states.
"We are truly at a turning point in Governors' Conference next month,
ect for the Southern Regional Education Board.
.
human affairs," Collins said. "No also recommends that all colleges
"An individual student wanting to other generation of Southerners have -and universities in the South be consearch a variety of education oppor- been in such a promising position.
nected to the Internet by 2003.
tunities would have to visit 75 educa"Since 1983, when the current
The report suggests that Southern
tional Web sites," he said.
boom began, millions of men and states coordinate marketing pro"What we've done is create an women have moved up the economic grams to exploit global opportunities
electronic marketplace."
ladder.... They live in better hous- in education, buSiness and tourism.
Searchers can find the name of a ing; they have more paid vacations;
It also recommended that states
course. a degree program, and the and their children have better health work to double university research
method of delivery - mostly com- benefits."
by 2008 and increase the number of
puter or videotape - and the cost.
The key to new economic success universities ranked in the top 50 na"We want the student to be able - is to keep the progress moving, she tionally for research.
to assess the course at the University said. Leaders have to be sure that
The 15 states in the Southern Reof North Carolina at Chapel Hill and citizens can use computers, search gional Education Board are Alabama,
the University of Texas and make a larg~ databases and surf the Internet Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kenchoice," he said. "It literally opens and its next generation.
tucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Missisthe doors to allow movement of pro·The South also must deal rapidly sippi, Oklahoma, North Carolina,
with problems of poverty.
grams throughout the region."
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas,
Before the Web site was demon"Millions of kids in the South are Virginia and West Virginia.

Web site to upgrade education
ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHAPEL 1-IlLL, N.C. - A
World Wide Web site that will
connect all course offerings at
public colleges in the South was
unveiled yesterday at a regional
education meeting.
The Southern Regional Electronic Campus was developed to
give access to a wide array of
courses to people who want to
broaden their choices, said Bruce
Chaloux, director of the program
for the Southern Regional Education Board.
"An individual student want-

ing to search a variety of education opportunities would have to
visit 75 educational Web sites,"
Chaloux said. "What we've done is
create an electronic marketplace."
The Web site gives course or
degree-program
titles,
the
method of (lelivery - computer
or videotape, in most cases and the cost
"We want the student to be
able to assess the course at the
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill and the University of
Texas and make a choice," he
said.

Before the Web site was
demonstrated, former Kentucky
Gov. Martha Layne Collins said
that education was the key to
economic growth in the South.
"We are truly at a turning
point in human affairs," Collins
said. "No other generation of
Southerners have been in such a
promising position. Since 1983,
when the current boom began,
millions of men and women have
moved up the economic ladder."
The address for the Southern
Regional Electronic Campus is
www.srec.sreb.org.

Lexington Herald-Leacfer
Wednesday, July 1, 1998

Eiid-·welfare's Catch-2.2
Ford-Wellstone bill would allow more time for education
o address a··probleIP, politicians:often prefer the grand
gesture or the new proclamation rathe,r.J;han the less glamourous work Qfjustfixing what's
wrong. That approach was evident in
the massive overhaul of the nation's
welfare polices. Instead of changing
the rules that actually kept families
dependent on monthly checks, Congress imposed deadlines arid ordered folks "to either get jobs or
work for their benefits.
Spurred by this tough-love message and #ided by a strong economy, the welfare rolls have shrunk
considerably~in tlie' last two years.
Now, Congress can.finally look at
changing the rules that prevent
folks from getting a leg up.
Proposals by Kentucky Sen.
Wendell Ford and Minnesota Sen.
Paul Wellstone are iJ. step in that direction. Their legislation would in- .
crease from one to two years the
time a recipient can spend in vocational school or college and allow
participation in a federal workstudy program to count toward
work requirements.
We urge Congress to endorse
such a change in a welfare policy
that right now insists on work first,
education later. It makes sense that
work be the priority, but not at the
expense of forcing the most motivated to choose an entry-level job
over a career track.

T

f

Kentucky is one of the few
states that have agreed to count
some work study toward work requirements. But changing the federal law would help ensure that the
state would not lose federal money
for doing the right thing.
It's a shame we have to pass
laws to mandate what is ·common
sense: A better education lea'ds to
career opportunities and !orig-term
self-sufficiency.
Yet, our national welfare policy
has long snared poor families in a
Catch-22. For example, we bemoan
single-parent families yet force fathers out of the homes before giving the families aid. We push folksto take low-pay, no-benefit jobs,
then cut medical benefits and food
subsidies before they can get on .
their feet, forcing them back on the
rolls.
Over the last two years, those
on welfar~ have proven that they
eitfier want to work or will go to
work if required. Now, we may be
ready to focus on what's needed to
help them become truly self-sufficient.
One thing we do know: In this
country, education is the surest .
route out of poverty. And we
shouldn't close off that option by
forcing people out of college into
any old kind of job just so we can
proclaim that they made the transition from welfare to work.
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Program to provide
U of L with array
of medical benefits
By ASHLEY McGEACHY
The Courier-Journal

Thanks to an agreement with Jewish Hospital and Frazier Rehab Center, every University of Louisville athlete will receive a complete annual
physical. Every fan at Papa John's
Cardinal Stadium next season will
have access to a full range of health
services in case of an emergency.
And all U of L athletes will be able
to use $30,000 of new training equipment in the Student Activities Center.
Those are some of the benefits of
what Jerry M~y. one of U of L's associate athletic directors, described yes•
terday as "one of the most comprehensive sports medicine programs in
the country."

That program will include a training and rehabilitation facility in the
Rudd Heart and Lu~ Center at Jewish Hospital, a mobile X-ray center
that will be at most U of L sporting
events, equipment and medical services at the football stadium and other
benefits valued at nearly $250,000 annually.
"The opportunities for the future
are unbelievable," said May, who
helped broker the deal after being
promoted to his current position in
December. "To have a facility like
this sponsored by Jewish Hospital is
great. Our athletes. are the winners
particularly our female athletes'.
They'll notice this more than· anybody. Now their playing field has truly been leveled."
.

Only football and men's basketball
players, May said, have received comprehensive physicals that include extensive blood work. an echocardiogram, urinalysis, chest X-ray and flu
shot. Female athletes have received
complete physicals only on an "investigative" basis, May said.
That will change with the new partnership.
"We don't otherwise have the resources to do all this," said U of L
athletic director Tom Jurich. "Jewish
Hospital and Frazier Rehab Center
made the biggest commitment."
Added Hank Wagner, president of
Jewish Hospital HealthCare Services:
"As a health-care organization, our
goal is to ensure that all of the university's sporting events are safe and
that we can treat any medical situation should the situation arise."
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Russell senior- becomes- 6th- afea ~-'.
youth chosen for Boys Nation
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ByTOMI.EwlS
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - An oft-seen
1963 photograph shows Presi•
dent John F. Kennedy shaking
hands with a teen-aged boy
from Arkansas named Bill
Clinton, a "senator" at Ameri·
can Legion Boys Nation.
Later this month, Mr.
Clinton will be on the opposite
end of 96 such handshakes
with this year's Boys Nation
participants. One. of those he
will greet is' Damian Gallaher
of Bellefonte.
"I'm honored," said the 18year-old Russell High School
senior. "I wasn't expecting this
at all."
During Boys Nation - July
17-25 at Marymount College in
Arlington, Va. - two boys
from each of the 48 participat·
ing states will get a hands-on
look at the structure and function of the federal government.
They'll take part in lectures
ano.7'oriiins and visit federal
agencies, institutions, memori·
als and historical sites in and
around Washington, D.C.
They'll also divide into two po•
litical parties, the Federalists
and Nationalists, and take part
in conventions and elections
for Boys Nation president and
vice president. Then they'll
participate in "senate" ses·
sions, debating and voting on
bills, which are then passed on

for the Boys Nation. president
to sign or veto.
While all of that sounds in·
teresting, Gallaher said there
is one big reason he is looking
forward to the trip - "To see
the Prez." The 35th-year reunion of Mr. Clinton's Boys
Nation class will take place
during this year's program.
In the 52-year history of
Boys Nation, Gallaher is only
the sixth participant from the
Ashland area and the first
since Lonnie J. Brenner in
1990.
Gallaher and Nathaniel Morris of Louisville were chosen
from among 25 Boys . Nation
nominees at last month's
American Legion Kentucky
Boys State at Morehead State
University. Gallaher was elected attorney general of Boys
State and spent a day in
Frankfort with the other officers meeting and observing
their state-level counterparts.
Gallaher expects Boys Na·
tion to be a hectic but fun and
educational experience, much
like Boys State. He encouraged
more youths from Northeastern Kentucky to attend Boys
State.
Gallaher is the son of John
and Stephanie Gallaher. His fa.
ther, president of the Gallaher
Group in Ashland, called Damian bright and "a really good
kid," unlike himself. who was

Retired Morehead
professor enters
innocent plea
By TOM LEWIS
OF T1•E DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - A retired
Morehead State University
professor on Monday pleaded
innocent in Gallatin County,
Mont., District Court to charges that he kidnapped a Bozeman woman in her home and
attacked her with a stun gun
in April.
·
Dr. Charles H. Hicks, who
will turn 63 Friday, did not at·
tempt to have his $100.000 bail
reduced as he and his Montana attorney, Larry Jent, earlier planned, and he remains
lodged in the Gallatin County
Jail.
Hicks faces one count each
of aggravated kidnapping, ag•
gravated :~glary and assault
in <:onnection with ~- illeged
April 27 incident at the home
of Marcie Fitch 20
Fitch's hous~ ~as for sale
an!! a !llan - allegedly Hick~

posed as an ·interested
buyer. When Fitch let the man
in the house, Bozeman police
said he attacked her, wrestled
her down a flight of stairs into
the basement and used a stun
gun on her face, chest and abdomen.
The man left when Fitch
screamed at him.
A credit card· receipt found
in the front lawn and a bifocal
lens in the ,basement linked
Hicks to the crime, police said.
Other evidence - such as a
stun gun, a map with Bozeman
circled, clothes similar to the
ones worn by Fitch's attacker
and credit card receipts froiµ
purchases made in and near
Montana - were allegedly
found. by police in Hicks'
Morehead home, MSU office
and car last month.
Fitch identified Hicks m a
photo lineup as her attacker.
on May 8. He was arrested by
Kentucky State Police on May

never a good stu.dent and
would have never been consid·
ered for a program like Boys
Nation.
"I guess that's why I'm so
proud," John Gallaher said. "I
guess every parent wants to
see his child outperform him
in every way."
At Russell High School,
Damian is a member of the
Latin Club, Beta Club, National Honor Society, Junior
Achievement, Interact and Senior Salute, and he plays ten•
nis. He has volunteered as a
pharmaceutical courier at Our
Lady of Bellefonte- Hospital,
and he works at -his father's
printing company during
breaks in his hectit: summer
schedule.
Gallaher is still weighing
college and career options, but
he said Boys State and Boys
Nation had renewed his earlier
interest in a career in· govern·
ment at the state or federal
level
Gallaher, who has seen the
picture of Clinton shaking
Kennedy's hand, wasn't sure if
he would follow in Clinton's
footsteps and be photographed
in 35 years or so greeting other
Boys Nation senators at the
White House.
"I wouldn't turn down being
president, though," he said.

12 and was extradited to Bozeman about a month later.
In Montana, aggravated kid•
napping involves restraining
someone by using or threatening to use physical force with
the purpose to inflict bodily injury on or to terrorize that
person.
While it is a potential capital
offense there, Deputy Gallatin
County Attorney Jane Mersen
has not indicated that she will
pursue the death penalty
against Hicks. If not, he faces a
prison term of two to 100 years
if convicted on that charge.
Aggravated burglary carries
a maximum sentence of 40
years in prison, and assault is.
punishable by up to 10 years.
If he is found guilty of any of
the offenses and is convicted of
using a dangerous weapon
while committing the crime,
two to 10 years would be added
to his sentence.
Hicks, who has no prior
criminal record in Rowan
County, took early retirement
last year from his post as professor of education in MSU's
Department oflnformation Sciences. He joined the university
staff in 1971 as director of institutional research and became a full-time faculty mem:
ber in 1985.
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Education program
at KSU on probation
Kentucky State L"nivenmv's Division of Edu~mon and Human Services has been placed on
xobanon chrougn SprinR '
by the National
:ounc1I for the .-\ccreditation oi Teacher Educa•
:on. The probation does nor erfect the accredita·1on oi the university's teacher education depannem.- It·w1ll remain iullv accredited bv the coun·1I. according to a press.release irom the univer-1ry. Kentucky · race appealed the probationary
--uling Thursdav but was derued by the accredi·
:mon council':; appeals commmee. The press re-~se reponed that university admmistrarors ieel
:hey have addressed the concerns identified by
·he counol but will take additional measures if
needed. o further mionnanon was available
•:esterday.
Lexington Herald-Leader
Friday. July 3 . 1998

UK deal gives
Papa John's
bigger slice
By Andy Mead
"'ERALOtiAOER STAFF WRITER

Better payment plan. Berter
, 12za sales.
Papa John's. which claims to
,ifer ··Better ingredients. Better
:lizza" now has an m w1rh Lexing·on·s most pizza-earing res1dentS.
The Cniversirv oi Kentuckv
.nnounced yesterdav that :r has
-eached an agreement that allows
-n1dents co use their ~chool debit
::ird!> t11 pay 10r P:.ipa Jnhr. ~ p1z•
,..as.
"There was JUSt O\·erwhelm·1g pre1erence ior 1h1s ,:omoam· ...
L.K Food ::ier:1ce:; Director L...1ro1
Ram said.
Two nundrcd bailots ·.\'ere
1anded out at areas where :·ooo 1s
-en·ed on campus. asking ,cuients m choo:;e among iour com'.)ames that responded 10 L"Ks re·
riuest ior bids. she said.
The results: Papa John's. +t
;:>ercent: Pizza Hut. ~5 percent:
Domino's Pizza. 13 percent: ~1ad
\ lushroom Pizza. 5 percent.
The university also conduct•
eel infonnal survevs that showed
Papa John's was the iavorne.
Raitz said.
In awardin~ the concract. L1-,:,
was prepared to give more
weight to how much comm1ss1on
the universtty wouid ~ecem:>
·han 10 what kind oi pizza midents ltked.
But Papa John's got the contract even though the 15 percent
it offered was less than the 25;·,
percent bid by Domino s. Raitz
said.
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Lieutenant governor
of Illinois resigns to
be president of EKU
SPRINGFIELD. Ill. (AP)
- Bob Kustra has resigned.
lea ving Illinois without a
lieutenant governor until a
new one takes office next
year.
Kustra spent 7½ years as
Gov. Jim Edgar 's understudy. The job comes with
few clear duties. but Kustra
car ved out a place for himself as Edgar's point man on
higher education. economic
development and reviving
the ailing Illinois River.
Now t hose jobs w ill be
parceled our to others, and
Illinois w1ll do without a
lieutenant governor .
Kustra 1s moving to Richmond. Ky., where he will be
president of Eastern Kentucky Univer s ity.
"I can 't think of a better
person to serve as pres ident
of a university than Bob
Kus tra." Erlgar said at a
news conference.
"I appreciate very much .
his loyalty. his willin gness
t0 serve m one of the most
difficult jobs in politics."
Edgar added. "I th ink he
did it as well as anybody
has done 1t m the history of
·his s tate."

It is the first time UK students will be able to use their
Plus Account cards to buy food
from an off-campus vendor.
The cards can be used to pav
:or on-campus iooa. books anci
tickets tO some events. Students
put money into their accounts.
and that money 1s then deducted
as purchases are made.
l niversiry officials sav the
accounts are popular with s tudents because of the convenience. and with parents because
they know how the money will
be spent.
Once the system is in place.
-;rudents ordering pizza from
Papa John's will give their stud~nt ID number. Papa John's
•,vtll have an online reader
:,howing whether the student
nas money m an account. The
cost of the pizza will be deduct•
c:d from the account. When the
:)!Zza ts delivered. the student

Under the Illinois constitution, a lieutenant governor who leaves office is not
replaced. No one will hold
the office until a new administration is sworn in
next y ear . If anything
should happen to Edgar in
the meantime, the attorney
general would take over.
Kustra clearly was not
satisfied with the job of
"light gov."
He announced his resig•
nation in 1994, saying he
would become a talk-radio
host in Chicago. Kustra put
aside his plans when Edgar.
after undergoing a quadruple heart bypass, urged
him to stay.
. Kustra ran for the Republican U.S. Senate nomination in 1996 with the backing of party elders, only to
lose to c onservative Al
Sal vi. Afterward. Kust ra
made it clear his political
~ eer in Illinois was finished.
"Governor Edgar a nd I
h ave enjoyed a genu ine
friendship, and it has been
a pleasure to serve as his
partner in Illinois Government." Kustra said.

will show an ID card and sign
for the pizza.
Students will still be able to
,rder other pizza brands. bur
will have to pay by cash or
check.
Raitz said pizza payment
plans are spreading across college campuses after Non h Carolina's Duke lnivers1ty staned
one several years ago.
A similar program, offering
pizza from Domino's Pizza and
Papa John's, has been in place at
Georgetown College for two
vears.
· Last year. the school's 1.000
students used their cards to buy
1bour 3.000 pizzas. said Frank
\ lason. Georgetown's assistant
n ee president for business ariairs.
■

Herald-Leader staff 1Crifer /ulie
Pena comnbuted to 1/w; arncle:
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Private colleges try not to exclude public
Extra state aid gives
more Kentuckians
opportunity to go
Bv MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-Journal
When Peggy Humphress was
laid off from her $IO-an-hour job
as a sleeve-setter at Fruit of the
Loom's Campbellsville factory
last September, she turned for
help to what might seem like an
unhkely source - a private college.
But Humphress, 45, said she
sees nothing unusual in Campbellsville University's offering
her and other displaced workers
a cost-free launching pad toward

a new career.

"I think everybody in this
community feels like they have a
part" in the school, a Southern
Baptist institution with about
1,600 students, she said.
Advocates for Kentucky's independent colleges say Campbellsville University is not alone in
giving a broad ran~• of Kentuckians access to prtvate higher
education.
Most oi Kentucky's private
colleges are relatively inexpensive to start with, and both the
schools and the state strive to
lower costs further for families
of modest means.
More than 70 percent of the
students at Kentucky's four-year
private colleges qualify for financial aid based on need, and a
growing number of them will get
money from the state.
This year, for the first time.
the state has put enough money
into need-based aid to cover all
the anticipated demand. Kentucky residents attending private
colleges in the state qualify for
both of the major grant programs - the College Access Program, which provides grants
equaling tuition at state community colleges, and Kentucky Tuition Grants. which provide up to
Sl,500 annually to students at
Kentuckv's private colleges.
Students have applied in
droves for the new monev, which
this year adds $14 million to the
prevtous amount, $30 million.
The result is an expected jump
in enrollment this fall at both
private and public colleges in the
state, said Paul Borden, execu1ive director of the Kentuckv Hie:her

Education Assistance Authorfry. Some of Kentucky's private colleges have struggled recently to keep
tuition down as they try to ofier mition aid to students from lowerincome families and stay affordable
for the middle class.
SPALDING Universitv - one or'
Louisville's two Catholic ·colleges ~mnounced last month that it would
toy off 19 employees and channel the
~avine;s into expanded services tor its
l.570- students. Spalding President
Thomas Oates said the need to hold

down tuition was also "an important
part" of the rationale for the layoffs.
which reduce the school's non-teaching staff by about one-tenth.
Oates said recent upgrades of campus technology have added to financial pressures at Spalding. If the
school responded with steep tuition
increases. he said, it would soon
price itself "out of the market of the
kind of students we traditionallv
setve. and we don't want to do that.••·

Bellarmine College, Louisville's
other Catholic school, has performed
a balancing act between bidding for
brainy freshmen and staying affordable for less exceptional students. In
the last• three years, Bellarmine has
nearly doubled the amount allocated
for its academic and need-based
scholarships. It covered part of that
increase by rais"ing tuition and fees
23 percent since 1995-96.
THE STRATEGY has yielded a
steady rise in the test scores of entering freshmen. Full-time enrollment
has edged up, but losses of part-time
students have produced an overall
decline in enrollment.
Bellannine officials have rut the
brakes on the upward spira of tuition and student aid to avoid squeezing out middle-income families that
do not qualify for scholarships based
on either merit or need, said Robert
Zimlich, the school's vice president
for business affairs.
He said Bellannine. which has a
relativelv small endowment, cannot
aiford to get into a bidding war for
talented students with schools like
Xavier University, of Cincinnati. and
the University of Dayton "that have
large endowments and can basically
give them a free ride."
K~ntucky's private colleges, which
are. inexpensive when compared with
nauonal averages, serve a wide range
oi students.
Humphress, who has compiled a
near-perfect grade average en route
to an associate degree in office management, is getting state and federal
grants based on need. Campbellsville
University receives additional government aid to assist her and other displaced workers. The school waives
any of their tuition that government
sources do not cover.
"I had always wanted to go" to
college "but never felt like we could
afford it," Humphress said. Now. she
said, she is paying nothing for a college program that has given her "a
lot more confidence than I ever had."
SERVING disadvantaged students
is a longstanding specialty of some
Kentucky schools, including Berea
College and Alice Lloyd College,
which is in Knott County in Eastern
Kentucky, and Spalding, said Lee Nimocks, spokeswoman for the Association of Independent Kentucky Colleges and Universities.
"Yo'n'd be surprised at the number
of first-generation and lower-income
college students these schools reach
out to." she said.
Tuition and fees for the average
undergraduate student at Kentucky's
20 private four-year colleges (excluding Bible colleges) came to S8.854 in
1997-98, just 65 percent of the average cost at private schools nationwide. which is $13.664.
Tuition and fees at Indiana's 30
private four-year colleges, including
those that are church-related. averaged $14.493 for undergraduates last
year. 6 percent more than the national figure. That's in part because of
the University of Notre Dame. the
,rate ·s largest and most expensive
iJrivate university; its tuition and fees
were 520.000 for the school year that
just ended.
Still. the typical student at Campbellsville University or Bellarmine

College comes from a family that is
somewhat more affluent than average
m the communities where the institutions are located.
The middle range of family income
of Campbellsville's students is
S35.00_0 to S45.000. compared with
an esumated median family income
in Taylor County of S29,400 in 1996.
At Bellannine, the mid-range of students' familv income in 1996-97 was
$48.000 to $54,000, compared with
an estimated median of $39. 700 in
the Louisville metropolitan area.
Among all Kentucky's private colleges, Centre College in Danville routinely gets the highest ratings for
academic quality, and it is the onlv
one where tuition and fees exceed
the national average.
. ..
But Milton Reigelman, Centre's interim president, said that does not
mean the school caters solelv to the
well-heeled.
·
"We have students at Centre
\\."hose family income is zero and
whose home is public housing," he
said. College officials say that nearly
nine-tenths of Centre's 1,000 students
receive financial aid.
CENTRE IS HELPED mightilv
by an endowment of more than
S100.000 per student.
So is Hanover College in Hanover.
Ind., near Madison and just across
the Ohio River from Kentucky,
Hanover, which has a Presbyterian
affiliation, bills itself as a peer of
Centre, but it charges a mere $10,510,
compared with Centre's $15,300.
Hanover President Russell Nichols
s~id endowment growth and private
gtvmg have enabled the school to do
a remarkable number of things at
once - hold down tuition, add acade.mic scholarships, boost faculty salanes, lower the student-faculty ratio,
expand student services and increase
the travel budget.
IN A REGION like southeastern
Indiana, recruiting able students and
meeting financial need often amounts
to the same thing, Nichols said. "Almost all the kids who are meritorious
in our circle ... are also to some extent needy," he said.
For Campbellsville. Spalding and
other private schools in Kentuckv. recruiting needy students is a fact of
life - and one the schools' leaders
willingly embrace.
Kenneth Winters, president of
Campbellsville Universitv, said that
keeping its cost as low ·as possible
has alwavs been one of his convictions.
·
Oates said Spalding will continue
ro serve middle-class families. including those with no prior college experience, that look upon higher education "as a window into a better lifestyle."
Spalding, he said, will do its best
to welcome them and help them get
through school unburdened by debt.
"so that they can graduate with blue
skies ahead of them."
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UK passes the buck
The ll11iversily of Kentucky's ban
on alcohol on campus was done for all

lhe wrong reasons. UK did not want to
lake r,•sponsibility for the students. Instead, the problem has been placed in
I he ,l~p of Lexington hotneow11ers.

I ill• taxpayers, not UK, have al•
ways had lo lake responsibilitr for the
students' behavior.
. I would like lo know when UI( is
gomg lo start handlin1: the problem instead of blowing it off 011 someone else.
I am personally tired of paying for
damage. done by UK students. How
would Charles Wethington. the president o[ llK, feel <luring the Final Four
game. if I_ bou!(ht beer kegs and put
them

111

Ins yard?

Lisa Johnson
Lexington
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Real test is how we get
better-train.ed teachers
young and old. in my personal acquaintance. I know people who
graduated this year and last with
SYNDICATED COWMNIST
outstanding grades from academiI don't want cally tough institutions. They'll
be wonderful teachers.
to anger my
But I also know teachers who
teacher friends,
would have trouble passing the
up scapel•JJ'- j offer
goats to mollify math and reading comprehension
't-';e-l--/
tests they are required to give.
the critics of
,;-·
.,...···
Check out this excerpt from a
public education or unfairly Boston Globe piece reporting the
test results:
besmirch the reputations of the
"Some of the ... student anrhousands of excellent teachers
swers shown to reporters yesterwho serve the nation's public
day illustrated a strikingly poor
schools.
grasp of English grammar. Some
In other words, rm about to
say something awful about teach- sentences were missing verbs: in
others, common words were misers - well, prospective teachers,
spelled or incorrectly defined."
anyway. What triggers this mufNor is there any reason to be
fled outburst is this: More than
cheered bv the fact that the Masshalf the 2.000 applicants for
achusetts ·test screened out the
teaching jobs in Massachusetts
worst performers. Until this
this spring flunked the state's
spring, the state didn't require a
new reading and writing tests.
certification test at all, which sug· Educators are chagrined, actgests that a lot of people who
ing Gov. Paul Cellucci is outwould have iailed this test are
raged, Education Commissioner
now teaching.
Frank W. Haydu mhas resigned
How can such poor perfor- he says because Cellucci has
mance be explained? A generaturned the embarrassment into a
tion or two ago, the very brightpolitical issue - and everybody
est women went into teaching.
is going my, my, my, over the
But now that declining sex disfact that these prospective teachcrimination has opened up all
ers couldn't pass a literacy test
sorts of better-paid fields to these
that wouldn't give a bright 10thwomen, reaching has become the
grader much trouble.
refuge of the not-so-bright.
And rm not the least bit surFurther. there's gcxxl reason
prised. The awkward secret is
rhat too many young people who
to question what these would-be
teachers are taught. Jargon, oi
go into education are among the
course, and no end -of education
least academically gifted of their
college classes. Indeed. it seems
courses. As Thomas Sowell notes
in his 1993 book, Inside American
to be the case that many of them
Education. education faculties are
choose to become education majors precisely because it is among frequently viewed with some levthe easiest paths to a professional el of contempt by their arts-andcareer.
sciences colleagues. And the often
worthless courses thev teach freThis is a generalization. of
course. and on that account unquently become requirements for
iair to the outstanding teachers.
certification as teachers. Sowell

William Raspberry

~~~ ;i
i

"'

calls them "negative barriers, in
the sense that they keep out the
competent."
It's a lot easier to talk about
the problem the ivlassachusetts
embarrassment underscores than
to figure out what to do about it.
Higher pay might tempt some
brighter students - male and female - into teaching. But at
least at the beginning, the higher
pay would go to the very incumbents whose incompetency was
the reason for the pay increase.
and it might prompt them to
postpone retirement.
Tougher screening tests even if you could get the teachers'
unions to agree to tough new
tests - might not necessarily
give you the teachers you want.
¼my gifted teachers have trouble with tests; many who perform
well on written tests have trouble
passing along what they know.
Clearly you wouldn't want to
hire an English teacher who
couldn't pass a simple literacy
test or a math teacher who has
difficulty with simultaneous equations. But suppose your test
screens out a terrific math teacher
who has difficulty with spelling
or subject-verb agreement'
You don't have ro see the
Ylassachusetts test to suspect
that a gcxxl deal of what it tests
is not particularly relevant to
classroom success - or to doubt
that those who pass it the second
time around are, on that account.
more competent than before.
(Those who failed will be allowed
to take it again this month.)
Still. the wholesale failure of
young college graduates trained
as teachers is cause for alam1.
And it may help to explain why
some oi our schools are in such
bad shape.
WASHINGTON POST WRITERS GROUP

'The awkward se<:ret is that wo many y(JUng people

who go into education are among the least a,cademically
.
gifted of thei,r college classes.,
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KSO vows to correct problems m
education division
By Linda J, Johnson
HERAI.D-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

FRANKFORT - When a national accrediting council decided it would continue
the probation of Kentucky State University's Division of Education, students said
yesterday it's one more thing to worry
about besides classwork and finals.
"With everything we already have to
face - finding a job, etc. - this only adds
to the anxiety," said Amber Simpson, 22, a
senior in early elementary education.
The probation was the result of a routine mandatory review last fall of KSU's education department by the National Council
for Accreditation of Teacher Education and
the state Office of Teacher Education and
Certification.
In March, the NCATE decided to continue the department's a=editation, but
found enough problems to place it on probation for two years.
Kentucky State appealed. the .decision
but learned last Thursday the probation
status stood. KSU's education department
has until spring 2000 to fix the problems
and undergo another a=editation review.
It's important to remember that Kentucky State's education department is fully
accredited and students graduating from
the program within the next two years
have legitimate diplomas, said Tracy Cecil, spokeswoman for the NCATE.
KSU's problems range from lack of a diverse education department staff, to not monitoring and advising students' progress and ensuring that secondary education students have well-planned field
experiences and teaching philosophy studies.
The probation status means the problems are serious enough to jeopardize the program's accreditation if the problems are left uncorrected, according to
the NCATE's policies.
Betty Olinger, interim
vice president of academic
affairs for Kentucky State,
said that won't happen.
"We certainly will make
sure that we are doing the
kinds of things that need to
be done," she said.
At the end of the probationary period, Olinger
said, she is confident the program will be fully accredited "with no stipulations, no probation, no anything."
But the program's problems may not end with
the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education. The Kentucky teacher certification
agency staff accepted the NCATE report and will
present it to the state Education Professional Standards Board in September.
The professional standards board will review the
report and could take its own action, including accreditation with probation, said Susan Leib, executive secretary to the board.
Education departments at state universities in
Kentucky must have a=editation from both
NCATE and the state Professional Standards Board,
according to NCATE information.
During this probationary period, Leib said, she
doesn't think students in the program are at risk in
the job market or have lost any ground.

"They are fine," she said. The program's probation status shouldn't hurt them at all, she added.
But if the problems aren't corrected by the deadline, that's another story.
"It's at that time that the (state professional standards) board can decide to close them down," said
Marilyn Troupe, director of teacher education for the
state Office of Teacher Education and Certification
in Frankfort
Olinger said KSU is working to fix the deficiencies by increasing partnerships with nearby public
schools. In addition, two full-time KSU faculty members will be hired to fill vacancies from last year and
that should increase the advising and monitoring of
students' progress.
Yesterday, Simpson said she has. no problem
with the course work. "It's our field experience that
is unorganized," she said.
,
Some students said they are also angry that
KSU's education department has not notified them
about the probation or given any details about why
it happened. "It's outrageous that we don't know
anything," Simpson said.
·
But Olinger said students were told before school
recessed in the spring. New students, however, may
not be aware of the department's status, she said.
Obergenia Ware, 20, a senior in early elementary
education, said she goes back and forth on how it
could affect her. One minute she's worried, the next
she isn't
"I figure what is meant to happen for me, will
happen," she said.
Peter Flynn, superintendent of Fayette County
schools, didn't know if the status would affect graduating students. About 20 graduates from Kentucky
State applied for fall teaching positions in Fayette
County, he said.
The district will not hold the university's status
against them, he said.
■

Staff writer Julie Pena contributed to this report.
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Med students
at Pikeville
welcome
tuition break.
PIKEVILLE (AP) - Twentytwo-year-old Anoopa. Aphrem
says she plans to take advantage of a new tuition break at
Pikeville C-:-!lege's School of
Osteopathic Medicine. Her father, James,- says he plans to
as well.
"I need that money," said
James, 48. "My daughter does,
too."

The Aphrems, from Ashland,
are the only father-daughter
combination in the school.
They say they want to remain
in Kentucky as family practitioners, a prerequisite for receiving the subsidies, which
run about $12,000 a year each.
The General Assembly created the subsidy so students at
the Pikeville school wouldn't
haw to pay more than students at traditional medical
schools such as the ones at the
University of Louisville and
University of Kentucky.
Students and college officials
say the subsidy will be a huge
help to students at the medical
school and areas of Kentucky
without family doctors.
"It's a lifesaver," said Jody
Bentley of Hazard, who has
just completed his first year at
the Pikeville medical school.
"I'm planning to stay in this
area, and this is allowing me
to worry about my school
work, and not have to sit and
worry about where's the
money going to come from."
By accepting the grant, students are obligated to practice
in the state the same number
of years they took the subsidy.
If they don't honor the commitment, they must repay the
grant with interest.
The 1998 General Assembly
passed the legislation, which
was sponsored by Sen. Benny
Ray Bailey of Knott County
and backed by Gov. Paul Patton, a Pikeville College trustee.
Some members of the medical community raised questions about the proposal last
year when Balley first backed
the idea, including concerns it
might undercut money for
state medical schools. But the
plan had no opposition when
the legislature approved it.
Also, Bailey noted that the
money comes from coal severance tax revenue - not from
general fund money that might
be available to state schools.

KSU: Problems include
lack of diverse staff
From Page One

KSU's problems
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Study fmds teacher training gaps
By Linda B. Blackford
HERAI..OlEADER EDUCATION WRITER

Nearlv half of Kentucky's
high school science teachers didn't major in that subject in college, according to a recent survev of Southern states.
· And according to a new re•
port from the Southern Regional ·
Education Board in Chapel Hill,
'.'1.C.. 27 percent oi Kentucky
high school English teachers
didn't major in English, 21 percent oi math teachers didn't major in math. and 20 percent of
social studies teachers didn't
have that as their college major.
Kentucky's percentages are
similar to those oi other states
in the region. the report shows.
But some people say the_: numbers are still disturbing.
"[ certainly think that we
should all be concerned that 45
percent of science teachers didn't major in that field," said Senate Majority Leader David
Karem, D-Louisville, who at•
tended last week's education
board meeting, where the study
was released.
The lack of intensive teacher
training in fields such as science
may be showing up in student
performance. In the most recent
state test scores, Kentucky students showed the biggest lags

Percent of secondary school teachers
without a major in main assignment
English

Math

Science

Social Studies

27

21

45

20

Virginia

7

31

33

16

West Virginia

26

20

24

17

Kentucky

SOURCE: School & Staffing Surwy, National Center for Education
Statistics. as reported bv CouRCil.of.Cbief State School Officers, 1997

sent bv the National Center for Education Statistics.
Bill White, research director
for the Kentucky Department of
Education, warned that the percentages could have changed
since that time.
But Rolf Blank of the school
officers' group doesn't think so.
--We've tracked it. and while it
may have changed some. it hasn't
changed much," Blank said.
The 1990 Kentucky Education
Reform Act tried to address
continuous education for teachers.
The state Education Department sets aside Sl4.5 million a
year for professional development.
Individual districts and schools
decide how the money is spent.
Richard Ingersoll. proiessor oi
so.:iology at the l"niversity oi
Georgia in Athens. did the iirst
major study on teachers without
majors or minors in their subject
area based on 1991 data.
He said people used his work
to bash teachers rather than to fo.
.:us on better training.
"It's a lack between what thev
took in college and what their
principals find for them to do ... he
said. "You mav well have a certificate in science. so the principal

in science.
"This report does point up
the fact that one oi the things
we need to do is tie in teacher
training and development." said
Joe Creech. director oi education
policy ior the Southern Regional Education Board. "It aiso
shows that there are many
teachers out there who need further development."
The data was culled from the
Council of Chief State School Officers' "School Indicators" report
in 1997. That information came
from 1993-94 teacher surveys

STAFF

can assign it you, but if your n
jar is in biology, it's quite
stretch to teach physics.''
Kentucky has attempted
improve teacher training by
creasing standards for prospecti
teachers since 1994, said Maril
Troupe, director of teacher educ
tion for the standards board.
The board has written gene:
guidelines for Kentucky's univ,
sities to use to establish their 01
programs. Those standards ,
dress key themes and conce1
that teacher should know, t
they don't make specific requi
ments about course work.
But some schools have ma
their own content requirements.
The University of Louisvi
has phased in a:five-year progr,
under which students get a libe1
arts degree, spend a year studyi
education and graduate with
master's degree.
l
The University of Kentuc:
also requires education studer
to major in an academic subject
addition to education.
Karem thinks the numbe
support his proposal for granti1
alternative teacher certification
people with 10 years of "exce
tional experience" in a field. Tl
General Assembly passed a law
that effect this year, but the sta
dards board can't agree on how
implement it.
"There may be real opportur
ties for people with expansi,
knowledge to get into the systerr
he said .
■

Herald-leader education writ,
Hol(v E. Stepp contributed to th
article.
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Legislator applies for new Morehead post
MOREHEAD, Ky. - State Rep. John Will Stacy, chairman of the
budget subcommittee of the House Education Committee, has applied
for the new post of assistant dean for development at Morehead State
University.
Stacy, a West Liberty Democrat, owns pharmacies in West Liberty
and Sandy Hook.
The application deadline for the new post was Monday. The university's office of human resources would not say how many people had
applied.
According to the job description, the assistant dean for development will be responsible for planning and executing fund-raising programs for MSU's four colleges. Qualifications include a master's degree "in an appropriate discipline" and a minimum of five ~•-•rs of
experience in training or working with volunteers. fund ra1smg or
sales.
Kentucky law allows state lawmakers to work at public universities.

Stacy said he could see why some people might perceive a conflict
of interest if he worked for the university, because of his Education
Committee membership, but he did not. He said since Morehead
State was in his legislative district, he was supposed to be an advocate for the school. .
........::....~
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John Will Stacy
applies for MSU
developn1ent job
Lawmaker: No conflict of interest
By TOM LEWIS
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - State Rep.
John Will Stacy, chairman of
the House education budget
subcommittee, is among applicants for the newly created
post of assistant dean for development at Morehead State
University.
Monday was the application
deadline for the new position
in MSU's office of development
and alumni relations. A salary
for the job has not been set;
MSU's office of human resources would not say how
many people had applied for
the position.
According to the job description, the assistant dean for development will be responsible
for planning and executfug
fund-raising programs for
MSU's four colleges and will
report to the special assistant
to the president. Qualifications
include a master's degree "in
an appropriate discipline" and
a minimum of five years of experience in training or working with volunteers, fund raising and/ or sales.
Stacy, a West Liberty Democrat who is unopposed in the
November general election,
owns pharmacies in West Liberty and Sandy Hook and has
a law degree from Northern
Kentucky University. He became a member of the Kentucky House in 1993, when he
replaced Jerry Ravenscraft of
Morehead. who resigned after
taking a job with the city of
Morehead.
Kentucky law allows state
lawmakers to work at public
universities. In fact, House Appropriations and Revenue
Committee Chairman Harry
Moberly Jr., D-Richmond, is
director of judicial affairs and
services for the disabled at
Eastern Kentucky University,
and Rep. Jesse Crenshaw. DLexington, is a faculty member
at Kentucky State University.
Morehead and West Liberty,
site of MSU's Licking Valley
Extended Campus Center, are

in the 71st House District,
which Stacy represents.
Rowan County Republican
party chairman Doug Morgan ·
said Stacy was putting MSU
"between a rock and · a hard
place."

"As a member of the legislature, Rep. Stacy has. a great·
deal of influence over funding
and policy decisions for More-head State," Morgan said.
"The university will naturally
feel pressure to hire him.
"Rep. Stacy should not be
putting Morehead State in this
position.. (He) should either
withdraw his employment application or resign from the
legislature."
·
Stacy said he could see why
some people might perceive a
conflict of interest if he
worked for the university, but
he did not. He said since MSU
was in his legislative district,
he was supposed to be an advocate for the school whether he
was on its payroll or not.
"This is the only university
in my district. I've always
worked to help this university," he said. Not to be an
advocate for MSU "is to do a
disservice to the very people
who are complaining."
Stacy said his contacts in
th·e region and state coupled
with an ability to work well
with others make him a good
candidate for the MSU assistant dean's job. He also said
he would bring "a new way of
thinking, ... outside the bureaucracy" to the post.
As a fund-raiser, he said he
would help MSU's deans identify the strengths of their departments and promote them
in the region, after he got
more familiar with the
school's programs and personnel.
"You have to go into a job
knowing you don't know everything about a job and listen
to the people who are there,"
he added.
MSU officials would not estimate how long they expected it
m take to fill the new position.

J!;QUC&Uulli

department·
atKSU stays
on probation
School loses appeal
of decision reached ::;:l
by accrediting groups ~::,
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Kentucky
State University's education department will remain on probation until
spnng 2000, according to a national
accrediting council.
· . The school had_ appealed a decis10n by two agencies - the National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education and the state Office of
Teacher Education and Certification
- to continue the department's accreditation but place it on probation
for two years.
Last Thursday, the school learned
that its appeal had been denied and
that the result of a mandatory review
last fall stood. The education department has until spring 2000 to fix the
problems and have another accredita-

tion review.

Although the education program is
fully accredited and students graduatmg m the next two years wiD have
le~it1mate diplomas, some students
saJd they are nervous.
"With everything we already have
to face - finding a job, etc. - this
only adds to the anxiety," said Amber Simpson, 22, a senior in early
elementary education.
The department's problems include
lacking a diverse education department staff; not monitoring and advising students about their progress·
and difficulty in ensuring that secon'.
dary education sllldents have wellplanned field experiences.
The erobation mealll! the problems
are senous enough to Jeopardize the
program's accreditation if left uncorrected, according to the national accreditation council.
"We certainly will make sure that
we are doing the kinds of things that
need to be done," said Betty Olinger
KSU's interim vice president of aca:
demic affairs.
.
When the probation ends, Olinger
said, she is confident the program
w1Ube fully accr"'!ited "with no stipulations, no probation, no anything."
However, the department might
also face action by the Kentucky
teacher cenification agency staff,
which accepted the national council's
report and will present it in September to the state Education Professional Standards Board.
The board will review the repon
and could take its own action including accreditation with probation said
Susan Leib, executive secretary to
the board.
Education departments at state
univer~iti~s in Kentucky must have
accred1tat1on from both the national
council and the state board, according to information from the council.
Dunng the probation, Leib said.
she doesn't think sl\ldents will be at
risk in the job market or lose any
ground.
But if the problems aren't corrected by the deadline, that could
change.
"It's at that time that the (state
profes_sional standards) board can decide to close them down," said Marilyn Troupe, director of teacher education for the state Office of Teacher
Education and Certification in Frankfort.

Olinger said the school is working
to fIX the problems by increasing
partnerships with nearby public
schools. Also, two more full-time

KSU faculty memJ>ers. will be hired..
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Poor skills, bad attitudes?
Employers across tl1e South complaij11 ab«i11't 11Rnq1a1:1iifieci
Bill Bishop
HERALD-LEADER COLUMNIST

Entreprcnet1rs in
Appalachia are so disillusioned with the
quality of the region's
workers that many
business owners are
hoping to replace people with machines.
The• Mountain Association for Community Economic Development, known
as MACED, in Berea interviewed 50
business owners last year and listened as
these entrepreneurs "complained about
not only the skill level of workers in the
region but also the attitude of these
workers.•·
Employees couldn't accurately measure the length of a wooden plank, some
employers told MACED. More entrepreneurs "were upset with the attitude and
work ethic of their employees."
Mi\CED's report stirred the Appalad1im1 hivr. The region's def<-ndt'rs
~aid lht• study was a sland1•r on moun1:iin workns. lypkal or 11,, . ..;lrn•nlyping

that has plagued the region since the
first ignorant backwoodsman appeared
in pulp fiction.
.
Since MACED issued its study, I've
collected other assessments of the
South's work force. 01<, while some folks
collect Tiffany glass or salt and pepper
shakers, I fill my shelves with work-force
surveys. It's a problem. But what my little trove of reports tells me is that the
MACED study is nothing special. Employers in Louisville, Lexington, Kentucky and South C,,,rolina all have the
same grim assessment of their workers.
Two-thirds of 3,500 Louisville employers surveyed by the that city's
Chamber of Commerce say their workers
need improvement in basic skills: reading, writing and math. Of more concern
than the paucity of these grade-school
level skills, however, was what employers called a poor work ethic.
Workers were often tardy, employers
said. The employees lacked loyalty and
respect, for the company and their fellow
workers. Concerns about these more personal issues now surpass worries about
reading ond arithn1elic anmng Louisville
ln1sinrss ()W1wrs nrul 111;i1mgers.

Lexington surveyed its cmployl'rs in
altitude."
1996 and found that 77 percl'nt of them
Employ,.rs s:,y workl'rs have trouble
Imel trouble finding qualified workers.
following th<' simplest of instructions.
Forty percent of Lexington's businesses
For examplP, wlwn Scott I'aper in
said applicants "don't haVP the basic
Owensboro a1mou11ced i! would hire 230
skills."
\\'orkers, H000 people applied. Scott
A 1994 survey of manuasked applicants to print
facturers in Louisville found
their name, address and
that employers "widely
phone number and not to
A Lexington
agree that work-force defisend a resume. Some 4,000
survey said
ciencies in math and writpeople wrote in script or
77 percent of
ing, as well as the inability
srnt in a resume. They didto be self-directive and mon't pass Scott's first test beemployers
tivated, are all contributing
muse they clichi'I follow inha,d, trouble
to performance problems at
s1 ructions.
their plants."
finding
The Partnership for
A survey done for the
Kentucky Schools said the
qualiji,ed
state Economic Developstate's c•mployern wanted
workers.
ment Cabinet fo11nd that
rrilical. collalmralivr
Kentucky workers had unthinkers. 13ut the "more basatisfactory basic skills, and
sic need" was "workers
that too few workers had the kind of
who will show up on time every clay,
specific training needed in modem busiwho have a positive• attitude about work.
nesses. The Kentucky Science and Techwho have at least ;1 minimal level of acanology Council conducted focus groups
demic compPlenry, who an· willing and
with business owners who said K,•nable to learn, :ind who t·:111 1·01111111111ir:11t·
.,rr..,·ti\'cly."
tucky workers were deficient in "skills,
abilities and attitudes," ranging from
l<t•ntucky 1·111pl11yt•rs an• nol alorn• in
n•ncling and mathematics lo a "posi1ive
their rritirisn1. TIU' South Car11li1m Clmm-

Wt)rk

force

ber of Commerce said last month that 88
percent of that slate's manufacturers "report a shortfall of qualified workers."
There's a "disconnect" betwcc-n school
and work, the South Carolina employers
said. Students don't learn to read, to
write, to think. Tl,e trait in greatest demand fnm1 S1mth Carolina e111ployern,
however, is "inll·grity and honesty."
There arc at least two wavs lo look
at these surveys. Either schools have
failed to teach basic skills and society
has not instilled a sense of responsibility.
Or, employers Pxpect too much; they
want a Rhodes Scholar who'll si,·,•at bullets for $8 an hour.
Maybe both are right. If so, well,
what can you do with the boss? lle's an
owner, not a Franciscan monk.
Meanwhile, I Ihink back to conversations I had a fc-w years ago with teachers
and employers in Denmark and Germany. I asked how many students finished high school without IJf'i11g able to
read, wrill' and rig11rl'. Norn·, 1111'\' anS\\"t•n·cl. l•:\'('1y11111• J!1';uh1a!P1I :1111i 1•v1•1-y
11111• had lliosc· l,:1sic skills.

Tlial's

1101

h:1ppt•ninl{

i11

or in 1111· ,, .... 1 111 l\1·11!11di,

/\pp:il:irhia
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Grant programs
helping students
with college costs
Enrollment jumps.across state
LOUISVILLE (AP) - Private
schools and the state are striving to make higher education
more affordable to families of
modest means.
This year. for the first time.
the state has put enough
money into need-based aid to
cover all the anticipated demand. Kentucky residents attending private colleges qualify for both grant programs.
One is the College Access
Program. which provides
grants equaling tuition at state
community colleges. The other
is Kentucky Tuition Grants,
which provide up to $1,500 annually to students at private
colleges.
Students have applied in
droves for the new money,
which adds $14 million to the
previous amount, $30 million.
The result is an expected
jump in enrollment this fall at
Kentucky's private and public
colleges, said Paul Borden, executive director of the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority.
More than 70 percent of the
students at Kentucky's fouryear private colleges qualify
for aid based on need.
When Peggy Humphress lost
her SlO--an-hour job at Fruit of
the Loom's Campbellsville factory last September. she
turned for help to Campellsville University.
Humphress, 45. said she sees
nothing unusual in the university offering her and other dis-·
placed workers a cost-free
launching pad toward a new
career.

"I think everybody in this
community feels like they
have a part" in the school. a
Southern Baptist private
school with about 1.600 stu·
rlems, she said.
Humphress. en route to an
associate degree in office management. is e:etting state and
federal grams based on need.
Camp bells ville Universit)'
receives additional government aid to assist her and
'lther rlisplaced workers. The

school waives any of their tuition that government sources
do not cover.
Some of Kentucky's private
colleges have struggled recently to keep tuition down as
they try to offer tuition aid to
students from lower-income
families and stay affordable for
the middle class.
Spalding University - one
of Louisville's two Catholic
colleges - announced last
month that it would lay off 19
employees and channel the
savings into expanded services
for its 1,570 students.
Bellarmine College, Louisville's other Catholic school,
has performed a balancing act
between bidding for brainy
freshmen and staying affordable for less exceptional students.
In the last three years, Bellarmine has nearly doubled
the amount allocated for its academic and need-based scholarships. It covered part of that
increase by raising tuition and
fees 23 percent since 1995-96.
Bellarmine has put the
brakes on the upward spiral of
tuition and student aid to
avoid squeezing out middleincome families not qualified
for scholarships based on
merit or need, said Robert
Zimlich. the school's vice president for business affairs.
Serving disadvantaged students is a longstanding specialty of some Kentucky
schools. including Berea College and Alice Lloyd College in
Knott County, and Spalding,
said Lee Nimocks, spokeswoman for the Association of
Independent Kentucky Colleges and Universities.
For Campbellsville, Spalding
and other private schools in
Kentucky, recruiting needy
students is a fact of life - and
one the schools' leaders willingly embrace.
Kenneth Winters, president
of Campbellsville University,
said that keeping its cost as
low as possible has always
been one of his convictions.

Lexington Herat<H.eader
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CamuusNotebook
EKU wins food award
. ~tern Kentucky University's
D1_v1s1on of Food Services has received a national award
. The school won third place for
its Club Eastern program, a lowcost, balanced meal plan, in the
Loyal E. Horton Dining Awards
Contest, sponsored by the National
Association of College and University Food Services.
Their award was in the Resid?J.°: Halls Dining (Standard Menu)
diVIston, which included schools
from the United States, Canada and
several foreign counnies.
■
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More whites·are going.t,o

::black ;colleges·
:\Affordability, locJ\tion,
:• quality prograµi·s·· keys
have helped increase white enBy CHAKA FERGUSON
rollments at schools that once
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
catered only to black students.
In several cases, colleges that
JACKSON, Miss. - There were historically black are no
were the usual freshman jit- longer mostly black.
ters: the unsettling feeling of
"A lot of increase deals with
being away from home, the .economics," said Charlene
fear of not fitting in, the anxi- Hoffman, a program analyst
ety about a tough class sched- for the Department of Educaule.
tion. "Students are going to
But Jeffry Edelman had a ·school nearby."
different introduction to colHoffman said most historilege life. He was a white stu- cally black public colleges and
dent on the campus of a his- universities are competitive
torically black college.
academically and fmancially
"I pretty much wasn't sure with other schools. "And peoof what to expect," said Edel- ple have gotten over some of
man, 32, a biQlogy and pre- their prejudices," she said.
medicine student at Jackson
As they seek to boost enrollState University. "Everybody ments, these historically black
kind of looked at me funny the colleges and universities,. or
first day. Then someone intro- HBCUs, have borrowed techduced themselves to me and it niques that predmµinantly
was all doWnhill from there."
white schools use to recruit
Only a small percentage of black students.
the nation's 14.3 million col"We have academic diversity
lege students are similarly •sit- scholarship programs for fiuated. White enrollment at the nancial support for white stunation's historically black col- dents based on academic
leges and universities remains guidelines," said Abby Sharpe,
low, and little research has a minority recruiter at Jackbeen done to look at the life of son State University, where 3
white students on mostly black percent of the 6,500-person stucampuses.
dent body in 1996-97 was white.
According to a 1996 study by
Sharpe, a white Jackson
the National Center for Educa- State graduate, said some po-.
tional Statistics, about 36,000 tential white students have
of the 280,000 students attend- preconceived notions about life
ing historically black colleges on a historically black campus.
- some 13 percent - were
"There is occasionally a stuwhite. The figures were for dent who may have those ster1994, the latest year for which eotypical notions, and I have
numbers are available. In 1976, to spend more time taking
that number was 9.5 percent.
them around campus," she
Black students are more ac- said. "I have to hold their
customed to being in the mi- hands and make them feel
nority. They made up 11 per- comfortable. After that, they
cent of the total student popu- usually say their fears are unlation nationwide in 1997, ac- founded."
cording to the Department of
Around the nation, there are
Education.
103 colleges ani:l universities
Education - officials. say af- · that are considered historifordability, location and im- cally black. The largest, the
proved quality in programs University of the District of

606-783-2030

•

Columbia, with an enrollment
of more than 10,500, is less
than 3 percent white, according to the study. Others, like
Lincoln•- College in Missouri
and Bluefield State in West
Virginia, today have whitemajority
student bodies.
'
---Eddie Jackson, assistant vice
president of- _public affairs at.
Florida-· A&M University in
Tallahassee, said white students are attracted to his
school's strong academic programs. He said white enrollment at Florida A&M, about 7
percent
the 10,oB<l
has risen. s~eadily in recent
0

ox

-students·

y~arfr:,' ;.;.;: r~-~~.;i_· t~ ,._

"The . .sµigl.e- niost attractive
thing would be_ quality of programs," he said. "Our biggest
problem is limited space in
our programs. If we can get
more space, we could double
our white enrollment."
Though administrators say
that, for the most part, white
students at predominantly
black schools make the transition with ease, problems do
exist.
Administrators at HBCUs
say they have trouble recruiting white students who are

~~~t.\in;lli~~~~fght~~f~}\i;~
school. White students attend·
ing HBCUs tend to be older
than the norm. They often
come from community colleges
or are trying to change careers.

Edelman, who went to an allwhite high school in Atlanta
said he heard "a lot of bact
things" about black colleges
and universities at first.

"People told me you can buy
a degree on the corner," he
said. "But three to four weeks
into the program, I had to real•
ize that I had to earn everything I get."
Like Edelman, Jason Boehner, a 27-year-old architecture
major at Florida A&M, said
his first day on campus was a
unique experience.

"I thought I was in a different world," he said. "I thought,
'Wow! This is totally different.'
It was scary at first. I felt
alone until I started to open
my mouth and talk to other
people."
·
Both Edelman and Boehner
said they are happy with their
experiences.
"It has been the best experi-

ence that I have ever had ··
Boehner said. "I have realiy
been able to let go of things
from my parents' and grandparents' generation. If I had
the choice to do it over again, I
would go without any hesita-

tion."

Lexington Herald-Leader
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State panel creating group to study issue
•By Linda B. Blackford
HERAl.DtEADER EDUCATION WRITER

JAMESTOWN - Kentucky's
largest citizen· education group is
turning its attention to better
training and education for teachers.
, The Prichard Committee for
Academic Excellence has decided
to set up a 100-member group of
its members, businesspeople llnd
educators to explore ways Kentucky can ensure teacher training
in college and professional development for teachers already in the
classroom. The program will be
officially announced today at the
committee's annual meeting at
Lake Cumberland State Resort
Park.
"Just as Kentucky stuclent~ ru:e
being held to highe~ !lcad,~~uc
standards, so teachers
liemg
asked to work hru:der , and
smarter," said Bob Se)!:to~, \he
Prichard Committee's executive
director. "But ihey need s_tr?n~~r
preparation and better trammg to
do that. Opr plan is tq ident)fY
what needs to be done and push
to see that useful changes are

am

made."

The project will be headed by
Gayle Ecton, the retired superintendent of Henderson County
schools who is also an education
professor at Western Kentucky
University.
The project will be started
with a $30.000 crtant from tobacco

giant P~iiip '¥6!"1"i_s;_ which also
wi)I be alinom1!&.1 today. '.fhe new
group will ga]ihe!'i: and .analyze
data ¥,nl:i,mak{Lpi)licy recommendatimis tp state edµcation offi.
1
cials.
•
•
state's top education official a~o:thi~~-- K,entucky needs to
focus-on this sublect;i ,<,·· ·, ·, ·
. Eilucafioni
(;lominissio~er
Wdm~ Cody ilaii!,tjj«;,sll!te'.s middle school teai:lleqi Jieed more sp!l'
cii)11y: training jn !he}ubjects they
te{lch;! '
~ 31•

The

.t '.
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I
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"We're aslti1111 mi¥f' school
teachers to teiicli th'eir subjects in
far,greater depih ,lf.l'~t\ve did before,~ Ccidy,,t'old;~rd Committee members lino guests yesterday..
Ir

•~t

He cited a recent study of the
Southern states that showed large
numbers of Kentucky teachers in
grades 7-12 didn't have a college
major in the subject they now
teach. The biggest' clisparity is in
science, Cody said. To what many
think to be a related problem, recent student test scores· showed
the biggest' dips in 'science.
The newly formed committee
_ the Teacher Preparation Working Group - will join other
Prichard Committee groups, such
as the Commonwealth Institute
for, Parent Leadership,' that are
aimed at improving different
pieces of education.

· The Prichard Committee was
created in 1983, and its volunteer
.,·i:nembers have worked to improve
·, Kentucky schools ever sinre, espe. cially through the 1990 Kentucky
Education Reform Act. Some of
its members, and attendees at yesterday's meeting, include_ former
Gov. Edward Breathitt and Kentucky historian Thomas Clark.
. KERA saw its biggest challenge earlier this year, when some
members of the General Assembly
\tried to dismantle the state's test'ing system, Sexton said.
, After mobilizlttion by the committee and other groups, the testing system was ·altered with its
heart intact - the id'.ea that all
, children should learn at high lev. els and an accoW1tability system
of ,rewards and sanctions to ensure they do.
, , ":fhe clear lesson is that this
.debate over reform will go on for-~er if the goal is that every child
at high levels," Sexton said.
Now, he said, education
groups have to continue to be dili·gent. "A lot of our legislative
frien,;ls are tired; they've been
i sticlting their necks out politically
,;{for.a' long time,• he said.
:·: •:, Sexton also serves on the citi. zen 1com1cil that is redesigning the
test. That redesign is also being
overseen by a legislative committee and a panel of national testing
experts.

:iearns

A proposal for the new test
will, among other things, do more
to compare Kentucky students'scores with students in other-,
states. The council is trying to get
public input on the best way to•;
hold schools and students ac:
countable.
.' ,
The state school board will.
vote on recommendations in the"
coming months.
.
I
Everyone may not be pleased,
said Helen Mountjoy, the new,
chairwoman of the state school·
board. But all the work and con-troversy will be worth it if it.'
means "more and better opportu-nities for our kids, and all of our.
kids, wherever they are."

Lexington Herald-Leader
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Student loans: The Education Department is
slashing interest rates for the next three months for
people who want to c<jnsolidate direct stud1:nt jo~
with federally guaranteed student loans. Pri:,rate ;,
lenders protested the move, calling it an unaiiilio-':'
rize<I use of federal mqney that violates "t1!eJ~yelj : ,
playing field principle" allom.ng them _to co~~te;
with the.government Education Secretary,Ric!laril
Riley made the decis1dri July 1 that those ..yl;io apply
for loan consolidation ior refinancing before Sept. 30 ,
can benefit from the i11terest rate sliced frcini 8.25'
percent to 7.46 percent. The department hopes the
new rate - an interim measure while Congress
debates a higher epucation Bill to reauthorize the
entire student loan program - will become law .

Lexington Herald-Leader
Friday, July-10, 1998

Proposal extends college welfare1;
By Gall Gibson
HERALDLEAOER WASHINGTON BUREAU

WASHINGTON - Welfare
recipients could spend up to two
years in college or vocational
training without losing benefits
under a proposal that won U.S.
Senate approval yesterday.
Welfare reforms enacted by
Congress two years ago had put
a 12-month limit on post-secondary education as part of the

effort to steer welfare recipients
into jobs as quickly as possible.
Advocates argued that extending the education time limits
would help poor families move
toward self-sufficiency. Opponents said the measure threatened .to W1ravel welfare reform.
The Senate approved extending the limits in a 5543 vote. The
change was offered as an amendment to a higher education

spending bill by Sen. Paul Wellstone, D-Minn., with backing of
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky.
'
Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., voted against the measure.
The change would have to be
approved by the House to take
effect. And if it does become law,
individual states still would be
able to decide whether to extend ·
the education limit in their welfare programs.
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Out of their fieldMany teachers lack subject expertise
A long-standing problem in classroom. They can teach
Kentucky high schools college students, but not high
teachers teaching subjects in school- teens.
which they did not major in
The-General Assembly ·and
college - has shown little the state Department of Edusigns of improvement, ac- cation has given a lot of lip
cording to a new survey •by .service. to allowing those
the Southern Regional Edu- ··wrtii-•'exceptioiial experication Board in Chapel Hill, · ence" to teach. As this is
N.C.
·
written,. the bureaucrats in
Unfortunately, one of the Frankfort are arguing over
most obvious solutions to the just how to implement a law
problem - attracting_ those ·:",tiasse~'-'by th~- 1998 General:
with exceptional experience Assem?lY to. attract more
in a: field into the classroom profess10nals mto the teach- continues to meet stiff re- ing·field
sistance from educators
Don't be surprised if the
According to the lat~st re- Dep'.1rtment of ~ducati~n
port, 45 percep.t "of' Ken- ~ontmues·-!o dra~ its feet m
tucky's high school science ·lDlpl~men~mg this law. Pro-,
teachers did not major in fessio?al · educat_ors hav;e ·
that field in college. The per- . made it clear that they d?n t
centage is somewhat lower, want non-educators teachmg, .
but still cause for concern, in regardless of how ~uch th~y
other fields: 27 percent of the kno.w- a?out a subJect. Their
state's secondary English ~xcuse is_ tha~ a perso~ who
teachers-· did not major in lS a .ge':nus m a particular
that subject; 21 percent· of the field still may 'be a lousy .
math teachers did not major teacher. Thats true, of
in math and one out of five course, ~ut a . great teacher
.
' .
who maJored m some other
~ocial_ studies teachers ma- subject may not be an effecJored_m another field.
tive science instructor.
Is it any wonder that the
With corporate downsizing
most recent state tes_t scores sweeping the nation, there
show stu_dimts l_aggmg fur- are a lot of newly "retired'.'
thest. behi~d n~tlonal stand- professionals in their 50s
ards m science. If we expe_ct who have decades of experiou_r young people to excel m ence in a field. Many want to
science, ~~ey need to have continue working and could
well qualified teachers.
be an excellent source of new
Unfortunately, state certifi- teachers
cation standards c~ntinue •to
Having those with educapu! _more emphasis on re- tion degrees teaching out of
quirmg educators to com- their field hasn't worked. Inplete _course_s that emphasize stead of having skilled educateachmg skills than courses tors learn their subject while
in specific subject areas. At they teach why not have
the same time, those with those with 'years of experiyears of professional experi- ence learn teaching skills
ence in a field - but no edu- while they teach? It can't be
cation courses - often fmd much .worse than the status
themselves locked out of the quo. '

Board decides rules
j; for non-traditional
teaching certificates
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By Linda B. Blackford
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WR~~ ·

,~

After months of':lieated de'·
bate, Kentucky's teache_i- licensil)g_
group has decided exactly how it
will allow "exceptional~ but nofr:
traditional teachers into higli.'
school classrooms.
..:,;.:;:;.,-_.

In the nick of time, the Education Professional Standards Board
agreed unanimously yesterday on
the implementation of a law that
was passed last session and goes
into effect July 15.
·
Most of the arguments over
how the law should work had oc-

curred between board members
- who were concerned- that it
would allow unqualified people
mto classrooms - and the law's
spo~sor, Senate Majority Leader
David Karem, D-Louisville.
However, a meeting last
Thursday between Karem and
several board members resolved
the major issues.
"We had a very productive
meeting, and I'm very happy with

theresii1~ct-1:he law says that applicants
for non-traditional teaching certificates must have 10 years of "exceptional experience" in a given
field and must have a bachelor's
degree with a 2.5 grade-point average. Most of the arguments revolved around what is-meant by
"exceptional." .
- .
• _l~arem and board members finally · agreed that exceptional ·
m~ns "a person with recognized
superiority as compared-with others in rank, status, and attainment
or superior knowledge and skill in
comparison with the general accepted standards in which certification is sought."
The new regulations also will
include the following:
■ The applicant must have
enough documentation to prove
his or her superiority in a field,
along with talents and abilities
that meet the board's standards
for new teachers.
.

.

■ Such documentation should
mclude recommendations from
professional associations, former
employers and professional colleagues.
After that paperwork has
approved by the standartls board
and after a character and fitnes~
review, the applicant can get a
one-year provisional certificate to
teach grades nine through 12.
Susan Leib, executive director
of the standards board, said the
first batch of applications would
be reviewed by Karem and five
members of the board.

been

After the applicant completes

the traditional first-year program
called the Kentucky T-eiicher rn'.
t~ship .Program, he or she can
- be-issued a certificate to teach for
four Years. Then the applicant can
undergo the certification renewal I
process, like all other teaching
candidates.
Tim Dedman, a board member
and Fayette County teacher who
had voiced concern about the law,
said the new regulations would
weed out unqualified people.
"I think that the regulations
accol'1p_lish what Karem wanted.
while upholding the high standards for the profession that the
board has held to," Dedman said.
•~ think it's going·to attract some
<llff:erent candidates than what
wfive had in the past"

;

ael11ediaI

.=TltE COLl,,EGES.~RE-motivat-ed, at least in part, by the need .to
address declining admissions. The in>
'
•
vestment to provide remedial programs, said Susan Chalfin, director
of admissions at Felician, is worthwhile because the students are less
likely to drop out later..
.
In 1995, 78 percent of America's
colleges offered such remedial
· classes, up from· 73 percent in 1988.
,The programs·- come in a variety of
forms. Some colleges offer the programs ·only imthe summer, and ·others run them throughout the year,
with a variety of requirements for
how often students should check in
with supervisors. Ivy League universities offer tutoring programs for
I weaker students who need help.
Quinnipiac College in Connecticut
has been running !be.Academic AsBy MARIA NEWMAN
sistance Program for 28 years for the .
The New York Times
kind of students who are, in the
words of Helen Beril, the program diLODI, N.J. -When Adam Padron
rector, "salvageable;:,, or.,. maybe
was 16, high school bored him. :"I. I they're late· bloomers." Qil!nnlpiac
11
wasn't paying attention," he said. 1·
accepts marginal students with the
lost interest." And so he dropped out
proviso that theY. must take part in
of Bloomfield High School his freshthe program, Benl said.
·
man year. But, he said, "I always
At· Felician, the Jump Start Prowanted to go to college."
· ··
gram provides more than just intenAdam worked for a year and a
sive math and English instruction. It
half, got his general equivalency·di- ·
is also something of a boot camp for
ploma, then applied to Felician Colcollege survival. ln.ad~ition to brushlege, a small Roman Catholic college
ing up on the basics, students 'learn
here in Bergen County. But because
note taking, effective liste_ning, stress
he had dropped out of high school
management, study skills and money
just as his classmates were about to
management.
begin algebra, Adam scored poorly
"Many of our students are firston math entrance exams.
generation college students, and they
Still, the college accepted him. Addon't have the kind of support at
missions officials did suggest, that he
home as some of our other students,"
take part in a new, four-week prosaid Jane O'Brien, the co-director of
gram called Jump Start, designed.-to
Jump Start.
help incoming freshmen catch up to·
THE PROGRAM is intended to
their classmates.
~~
,_
This summer, as other high·school · ·help -students who might require re- '
medial courses later, an issue that
graduates are enjoying their last vahas been the subject of considerable
cation before college, many borderdebate among educators recently. At
line students like Adain are enrolled
the City University of New York; in
in classes or programs that help stuspite of strong protests from faculty
dents sharpen the academic skills
and students, trustees recently voted
they should have gotten in high
to phase out remedial courses from
school, and learn survival skills for
their four-year colleges and set.highcollege.
er entrance standards.
•- - '• r"< •• -

classes-h~lp
students·
hone skills

Programs provide
academic assistance,
survival techniques, · -

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,

The situation at-City University;.
many college officials say, focused
the debate too narrowly on the very
broad issue of how to teach students
who are ill-prepared for higher education. Educators throughout the re- ·
~on and the country say that predictmg a student's ability to succeed in
college goes beyond merely looking·
at results of entrance exams.
At projlrams like· Felician's Jump.
Start, officials say they are providing
students 1vith a wider approach· to
college life by teaching them skills
that students who went to better high
schools may have learned from their
teachers, or from parents who themselves went to college, or from menJars or advisers.
: "IT'S OUR BUSINESS to educate those students," Chalfin said.
"'That is what we're about. We have
to ·have a way for. those students to
·come in. We have a moral obligation
:10. provide. courses for those stu--

. ;dents."

· ·\

·,_ -During the four-week session, the
20·students in Felician's program.will
be taught computer technology, reading and writing skills, oral communication and algebra. But they will also
learn how to understand a course description in a syllabus, how to maaage their time and money, and how
:10 balance school work and out-of.~chool responsibilities.
, . The Quinnipiac · program runs
throughout the school year and stu'dents must check in with advisers periodically to let them know their progress in school.
'
When students enter the program,
the director said, some resent having
to sit through the classes. "The first •
month they sit there relatively nega.tively, until their first round of tests,"
'she said. When they see how much
help they actually neeq, the~ start
takmg the program more seriously,
she said.
· .
•
·-The Felician program is free to students; but, Chalfin said, it costs· the
college about $2,000 per student.

Sat(!rday, July 1_!,_1998

Failing grades
Many teachers do poorly on tests
Teachers teaching out of teacher colleges too seldom
their field of expertise is not require what matters most.
the only worrisome problem
Unsurprisingly, the Naconcerning the abilities of tional Education Association
those who instruct our chil- has opposed testing either asdren. Results of mandated piring or existing teachers.
certification tests indicate Some 13 years ago, it has
that many teachers lack the been noted, a governor in Argeneral knowledge one kansas had a conflicting
should expect of educators in idea. His name was Bill
all fields.
Clinton, and he saw to it that·
Fifty-nine percent of 1,800 the state's teachers were
teacher applicants in Mas- tested and that those who
sachusetts recently flunked a
certification test that by all failed were encouraged to
accounts was r!llatively easy leave their jobs. His central
_ essentially, a basic skills insight, not mentioned much
test. In the 43 other states of late, was correct: Without
that have instituted similar better teachers, there is no
tests, no fewer than a third such thing as education reof the prospective teachers form.
have failed; testimony ~back- ~ :n_ is absolutely crucial; for
ing up the well-publicized ar- · the sake of the nation's stuguments that t1ie profession dents, to ensure that their
tends to attract sub-par aca- ... teachers know what they are
demic performers..,;:,'':&iand
. that talking
.about.
..:'J~ ,:i•-, "'
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Regional universities receive
funds for special programs
By Holly E. Stepp
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

FRANKFORT - Five down, three
to go.
Following in the footsteps of the
University of Kentucky and the University of Louisville,. three of the state's r~gional universities yesterday got their
share of state money to help launch
them to national prominence.
The Council on Postsecondary Education yesterday approved nearly $10
million for special "programs of distinction" during the next three years at
Eastern Kentucky, Murray State and
Western Kentucky universities.
The
programs,
which the universities
say will gain them national acclaim, are a
justice and safety program at Eastern,
telecommunications- systems management
at Murray State, and applied research
and technology at Western.
The new money for strengthening
specific academic programs at the universities was a part of the higher-education reform act passed by the General
Assembly last year. In May, the council

gave $6 million to UK and U of L
for 15 "programs of excellence."
The three remaining universities - Kentucky State, Morehead
State and Northern Kentucky have not submitted- requests for
their special programs.
Council members said they
were pleased with the work that
went into the universities' proposals. The council delayed voting on the programs in May to
give the universities a chance to
fine tune them.
"The proposals now suggest a
broader concept of an interdisciplinary program rather than simply a new degree program," said
council president Gordon Davies.
Part of that fine tuning included paring down the number of
subject areas offered as programs
of distinction.
Eastern and Murray originally
had submitted two programs
each, including occupational therapy and watershed research.
Western had offered three additional pr?grams in journalism and

commumcations, folk studies and
children and family studies.
Ken Walker, the council's
deputy executive director for finance, said the universities avoided duplicating each other in selecting their programs.
Eastern's justice and safety
program would involve the entire
College of Law Enforcement and
would expand its analysis of
statewide crime-related issues and
research into solutions. It will receive $4.2 million during the next
three years.
.
Murray State's program of
distinction would eliminate three
smaller bachelor's degree programs in computer science and
create new bachelor's and master's degrees in telecommunications-systems management. Murray will receive $3.11 million
during the next three years.
Western's applied research
and technology program would
expand the amount of hands-on
research done by science and technology majors. The program will
receive $2.9 million during the
next three years.
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Colleges get money for new programs
Eastern, Western,
Murray to share
state's $10 million
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-Journal
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Alter agreeing to limit their ambitions, three of

Kentucky's regional universities have
won the go-ahead to draw more than
SID million by July 2000 from a new
state trust fund for "programs of distinction" on the regional campuses.
The state Council on Postsecondary Education approved the money
yesterday for programs in justice and
safety at Easter:n ~entucky University, telecommunications systems management at Murray State University
and applied research and technology
at Western Kentucky University. EKU
wiU ·get $4.2 million, Murray $3.11
million and WKU $2.9 million by the
end of the 1999-2000 fiscal year.
The money will come from the Regional University Excellence Trust
Fund - one of several new sources
cf money created by last year's postsecondary education reform law.
Originally, EKU and Murray had
each requested money for two programs, and"WKU for four, but under
pressure from the council they pared
their requests to one program per
school.
That was one of several changes

and clarifications council members
asked for May 18, when EKU's and
Murray's requests first came up for
review. (WKU made its request too
late for.consideration in May.)
Kenneth Walker, the council's
chief finance officer, said all three
schools did a good job of reshaping
their requests. He said the revised
versions reflect "the inherent differences" among the state's six regional
schools and underscore how wrong it
is to group them "in a single box."
EKU's money i~ intended to help
its College of Law Enforcement anticipate justice and safety issues
through the analysis of statewide
data and comparisons with other
states. The money will also help pay
for research intended to show what
works best among possible solutions
to justice and safety problems.
Murray's money will go to create a
Center for Telecommunications Systems Management that will offer
bachelor's and master's degrees, develop conferences and training programs and publish a scholarly journal. The council postponed action on
Murray's request that the center also
offer an associate degree.
WKU officials said their money
will provide students with interdisciplinary scientific and technical trainmg while helping solve real industrial
and environmental problems in the
state and nation. Council President
Gordon Davies said WKU's program
reflects a promising new approach in
undergraduate education.

"I look at this as an effort to improve education in the broadest
sense ... because general education
needs to become more problem-oriented,'' Davies said.
The council has already approved
requests by the University of Kentucky and University of Louisville to
draw on a separate trust fund that is
intended to boost the state's two research universities to prominence
among their peer institutions nationally. That money - a combined $18
million for the two schools by July
2000 - will support four programs at
U of L and 11 at UK.
ALSO YESTERDAY, the council
approved initial, somewhat sketchy
policy guidelines for the Commonwealth Merit Scholarship program
created by this year's legislature.
Walker said blanks in the guidelines
will be filled in later.
The scholarship program enables
Kentucky students to earn annual
college scholarships of up to $2,000
by making good ~rades in high
school, and it provides for supplemental awards based on ACT scores.
The council set curriculum requirements for the scholarships that in •
most respects mirror the state's minimum high school graduation requirements. The council's standards are
more stringent for elective and substitute courses, however.
Most acceptable academic electives
must be "as rigorous or more rigorous" than required courses. Elective

courses in foreign languages must include the speaking and writing aspects of a language, vocational
courses must be beyond the introductory level and only one elective credit
each of physical education and health
can receive scholarship credit.
"We need to be careful about who
defines" the requirement of rigor in
elective courses, Walker said, adding
that that's one of the questions yet to
be resolved. He said the scholarship
requirements might eventually be
tied to a more exacting standard the state's pre-college curriculum but doing so now would be premature because the pre-college curriculum is likely to be revised.
IN OTHER matters, the council
spelled out procedures that must be
used in planning five regional postsecondary education centers, and it
approved new master's degree programs in aquaculture and aquatic science at Kentucky State University
and school administration at WKU.
The legislature authorized EKU,
WKU, Murray State, Morehead State
University and the Kentucky Conimunity and Technical College System to
analyze student and community
needs as a first step toward building
the regional centers. The council said
yesterday that ~ch center should
consist of a single· facility and that
community residents should also
have a hand in planning it.
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·Group seeks
better training
for teachersDevelopment is
'too generic,'.
advocates say

ers learn more about the subjects
they teach. ·
A report by another group, the National Commission on Teaching in
America's Future, raised questions
about whether standards for teachers
are high enough, how much they
should know about the subjects they
By CHARLES WOLFE
teach and how to get that knowledge.
Associated Press ·
Professional development historically "has been generic and ... oneJAMESTOWN, Ky. :_ A leading size-fits-all. It doesn't fit all," Keneducation advocacy group is taking tucky Education Association Presion the cause of improved preparation
dent Judith Gambill, a guest at the
for Kentucky teachers.
That includes the education they Prichard Committee's arinual meeting
receive in college and· the refresher yesterday, said.
"We didn't learn it all in college.
training - profession.al development
- they undergo throughout their But even if we had learned it all in
college, times have changed,". said
years in the classroom.
"Teach er preparation has been the Gambill, a 25-year teacher before beleast-addressed area since passage of ing elected to KEA leadership.
Education Commissioner Bill Cody
the reform act," Robert Sexton, executive director of the Prichard Com- told the advocacy group.that the state
mittee for Academic Excellence, said also must make decisions about
yesterday.
teacher preparation in college. For
He referred to the 1990 Kentucky example, should teachers be required
Education Reform Act, which in- to have majored, or at least minored,
volved substantial changes in what in the subjects for which they seek
public school students were expected certification?
to. learn. Teacher training lagged,
"We're asking middle school
however.
.
teachers to teach in far greater depth
"It's generally been whatever you than we perhaps were doing six, sevcould fit con~eniently in what ·you en, eight years ago," Cody said.
had," Sexton said.
Bige Towery, a Prichard CommitThe Prichard Committee, 96 volun- tee member who once was superinteers from across the state, plans to tendent of schools in Rockcastle
form a working group and use a
$30,000 grant to fmance a yearlong County, said the importance of prostudy of teacher professional dever- fessional develqpment - and its historical inadequacy - became apparopment in Kentucky.
ent
as school districts began carrying
Gayle Ecton, a former Henderson
County schools superintendent who out the 1990 education law.
"l think we realized how little we'd
teaches at Western Kentucky Univerdone in the past in terms of meaningsity, is to be the group's consultant.
A report commissioned last year by ful professional development," said
the Prichard Committee and another Towery, of Mount Vernon. It was
advocacy group, The Partnership for called in-service training, and it was
Kentucky Schools, said most refresh- "generic and packaged," often coner training for teachers is focused on ducted on days that schools were
technique rather than helping teach- closed because of snow.
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Teaching the teachers
Prichard panel takes first step toward improvement

I

t's interesting to watch the education establishment wend its
way around to a truth that parents and children have always
known: Teachers make all the difference.
Kentucky's landmark school refonns of eight years ago placed
tremendous pressure on teachers to
help all students reach new and
higher learning standards. Teachers
had no choice but to change what
they were doing in the classroom.
But even the law's most ardent
supporters say the quality of training, retraining and professional
backup available to teachers falls
short of what the refonns demanded. .
Well, there are some promising
stirrings on that front.
. A redoubtable bellwether, the
Prichard Committee for Academic
Excellence, has decided to focus
more on teacher preparation - the
"least-addressed area since passage
of the reform act," according to
Prichard Committee chief Bob Sexton.
The citizens group will enlist
100 of its members and use a
$30,000 grant from Philip Morris to
analyze the strengths and weaknesses in Kentucky's teacher prepa-.
ration and make recommendations
to policy-makers.
Meanwhile, the state Education
Department has been quietly reshaping itself to more directly help
teachers.
The department is restructuring
and reinvigorating its eight regional
service centers. The change is possible, in part, because the many
programs created by the 1990 refonn act are now established. The
specialists based at the eight centers will shift focus from imple- menting reform programs. Instead,
they'll be helping teachers and
schools get better results by im-

proving the quality of curriculum
. and instruction.
"Schools are crying out for
coaching and help, ;md that's where
we are trying to put our energy,"
Deputy Education Commissioner
Gene Wilhoit told The Courier-Journal of Louisville.
While this new emphasis should
not be allowed to weaken the reform programs, the change seems a
logical extension of Kentucky's emphasis on student testing and accountability: Direct resources into
improving teaching, and learning
will improve, too.
Certainly, the quality of teaching has never mattered more than
now. Never before has it been so
important for teachers to be rigorously schooled in their subjects. Refonns that demand deeper thinking
from students also demand teachers
who can challenge those students.
And youngsters, who will sink or
swim in an infonnation-based economy, benefit from instruction especially, in science and maththat makes the subject matter seem
vital and part of "real life."
Far too many teachers are underprepared in their subjects. A recent study found that 45 percent of
Kentucky's science teachers in
grades 7 through 12 lack an academic major in their main subject.
The problem is worst at the middleschool level, where, not surprisingly, students perform poorly in science.
It's great that Education Commissioner Wilmer Cody and the
Prichard Committee want to work
to improve teaching. Of course,
they won't get far without cooperation from the universities and colleges that train our teachers. But
the effort is worthwhile and overdue. Because teachers make all the
difference.
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FeWer '96
grads went
to college
I

Report_ -stats artificially low, says council official By KENNETH HART
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT -·

FRANKFORT - About 43
percent of Kentucky students
who graduated high school. in
the spring of 1996· went· on to
attend· college that fall. ·' -That number was down from
46 percent the previous year,
according to a report recently
released ·by the state Council
on Postsecondary Education.
Thirty-seven percent of 1996
graduates attended Kentucky
colleges and universities,
while an _estimated 6 percent
went to out-of-state institutions.
Thirteen percent of those
who went on to college didn't
return after their first semester.
·
The Kentucky High School
Feedback Report, prepared annually by the council in con,
junction with American College Testing, tracks college attendance and graduates' performance during their first semester in college.
The 1997 report, released last
month to school superintendents and principals, covers
the class of 1996.
The report is designed to
help superintendents and principals assess their graduates'
level of preparedness for- college, said Roger Sugarman, the
council's associate director for
research and accountability.
The reports are customized
for each individual school.

Other numbers provided in
the study include percentages
of students enrolled in remedial and advanced English and
math courses and grade-point
averages in those subjects, institutions most attended by
graduates and the number of
credit hours attempted and
earned.
Sugarman said one reason
the percentage of collegebound graduates was down in
1996 was that not all of Kentucky's independent colleges
participated in the study.
Therefore, students who went
on to attend non-participating
schools weren't included.
"We think the number is artificially low," he said.
The report also includes the
one-year college retention rate
for the previous year's graduating class. That rate was 78
percent for the class of 1995.
Thirty-six percent of the
freshmen attending public universities and 17 percent of
those attending independent
four-year schools took remedial-level math courses, l!-.C•
·cording to the report.
For advanced-level math
courses, the numbers were ;i2
percent for public institutions
and 25 percent for independe_nt
schools.

Sixteen percent of the 1996
freshmen attending public ipstitutions and 5 percent 'of
those attending independent
colleges took remedial English
classes. Eight percent at public
schools and 20 percent at independent institutions took ad- ·
vanced-placement courses. .
The number of 1996 freshmen who took remedial courses at- the state's two-year community colleges was significantly higher.
According to the report, 71
percent were enrolled in remedial math courses and 14 percent in remedial English
courses. Only 1 percent each
took advanced-level math and
English classes.
In their first semester in college, members of the class of
'96 earned an average gradepoint average of 2.4 at public
universities, 2.7 at independent institutions and 2.2 :at
community colleges.
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Patton makes appointments,. ·
to university-and, fair boards·
Associated Press
FRANKFORT,..·Ky. -'-··Gov: Paul
Patton replaced II university board
members and retained ,seven others
in appointments announced yesterday.
· · ·.
· ·-.

ville, to replace John Rosenberg,
Prestonsburg; reappointed Buckner
Hinkle Jr., Lexington.
Murray State University: Reap. p·ointed • Sid,:Easley, Murray, and
Wells.lovett, Owensboro.
Ncirthern Kentucky University:

Appointed Mary Alice Hasty, LouisAppointed Daisy,French, Lexington, ville, to replace Karen Bearden, Louto replace Irving Rosenstein, Lexing- isville; reap_pointed Alice Sparks,
ton; reappointed Alice Rhodes, Ash- Crescent Spnngs.
land.
Western Kentucky University:
Kentucky State University: Ap- Appointed James Tennill Jr., Louispointed Nancy Lovett, Murray, to re- ville, to replace C.C. Howard Gray,
place Curtis Sullivan, Bowling Green; Lexington; and Ronald Sheffer, Louand Roger Reynolds, louisville, to re- isville, to replace Burns Mercer, Harplace Newton Mccravy III, I.ouisville. dinsburg. •
·
Morehead State Unlvdrslty: ApUniversity of Kentucky: Appointpointed Madge Walters Baird,.Pike- ed Marian Moore Sims, Lexington, to
Eastern . Kentucky University,

- --

replace Ka¥ Bell, Georgetown;.reappointed Elissa May-Plattner, C-amp
Springs, and Robert' ''Meriweth~
Paducah.
.,.
. ,., :,
University of Loul1vllle1 Appoint•
ed William Mulloy Sr;; Louisville, to
replace Minx Auerbach; 0 Louisville;
Joyce Schifano, Louisville, to replace,
Harry Jones, louisville; Linda. Cauble, louisville, to replace Olga Peers,
louisville.
The terms for all the university·
board members expire June 30, 2004.
Falr.boarcf:·Patton also reappoinred Lanny,Dale.Greer·of,,East Bern_stadfto the state fair board. He appofilted Ch'arles Hamilton of Shepherdsville to replace David Hall of.
I.oulsville..
·
· · :

·-'•--
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Patton· names university
board members
ASSOCIATED PRESS

FRANKFORT - Gov. Paul Patton
replaced 11 university boar~ memb_ers
and retained seven others m appointments announced yesterday.

University of Louisville: Appointed William Mulloy Sr., Louisville,
to replace Minx Auerbach, Louisville;
Joyce Schifano, Louisville, to replace
Harry Jones, Louisville; and Linda
Cauble,. Louisville, to replace Olga
Peers, Louisville.

Eastern Kentucky University:
Appointed Daisy French,_ Lexin~on, to
replace Irving Rosenstein, Lexington:
reappointed Alice Rhodes, A~hland:

Kentucky State Umvers1ty:
Appointed Nancy Lovett, Murray,_ to
replace Curtis Sullivan, Bowling
Green: and Roger Reynolds, Louisville.
to replace Newton McCr~vy III,
Louisville.
Morehead State University:
Appointed Madge Walters Baird,
Pikeville, to replace John Rosenberg,
Prestonsburg; reappointed Buckner
Hinkle Jr., Lexington.
Murray State University: Reap• .
pointed Sid Easley, Murray, and Wells
Lovett, Owensboro.

Northern Kentucky University: Appointed Mary ~lice Hasty,
Louisville, to replace miren Bearden,
Louisville; reappointed Alice Sparks·,
Crescent Springs.

Western Kentucky University:
Appointed James
Tennill
Jr.,
Louisville, to replace C.C. Howard
Gray, Lexington; and Ronald Sheffer,
Louisville, to replace Burns Mercer,
Hardinsburg.
University of Kentucky: Appointed Marian Moore Sims, Lexington, to replace Kay Bell, Georgetown;
reappointed Elissa May-Plattner,
Camp Springs, and Robert Meriwether,
Paducah.

The tenms· for ..II the university
board members expn~ June 30, 2004.
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Jat1:1~ay, July 18, 1998

Patton names members
to university boards
FRANKFORT (AP) - Gov.
Paul Patton replaced 11 university board members and retained seven others in appoint•
ments announced Friday.

Hasty, Louisville, to replace
Karen Bearden, )'..ouisville; reappointed Alice Sparks, Crescent Springs.
_

Western Kentucky Uni-

French, Lexington, to replace
Irving Rosenstein, Lexington;
reappointed Alice Rhodes,
Ashland.

versity: Appointed James Tennill Jr., Louisville, to replace
C.C. Howard. Gray, Lexington;
and Ronald Slieffer, Louisville,
to replace Burns Mercer, Hardinsburg.

versity: Appointed Nancy
Lovett, Murray, to replace
Curtis Sullivan, Bowling
Green; and Roger Reynolds,
Louisville, to replace Newton
McCravy III, Louisville.

Appointed Marian Moore
Sims, Lexington, to replace
Kay Bell, Georgetown; reappointed Elissa May-Plattner,
Camp Springs, and Robert
Meriwether, Paducah.

Eastern Kwntncky University: Appointed Daisy

Kentucky State Uni-

Morehead State University: Appointed Madge
Walters Baird, Pikeville, to replace John Rosenberg, Prestonsburg; reappointed Buckner Hinkle Jr., Lexington.

Murray State University:
Reappointed Sid Easley, Murray, and Wells Lovett, Owensboro.
·

Northern Kentucky Uni-

versity: Appointed Mary Alice

University of Kentucky:

University of Louisville:
Appointed William Mul_loy Sr.,
Louisville, to replace Minx
Auerbach, Louisville; Joyce
Schifano, Louisville, to· I'llPiace
Harry Jones,· Louisville; Linda
Cauble, Louisville, to replace
Olga Peers, Louisville.
The terms for all the· university board members expire
June 30, 2004.
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Higher-ed chief shares his ideas

'

Bill Bishop
HERALD-I.EADER COWMNlST

As the sports boys
like to say, the "Davies
era" in Kentucky higher education has be-

\

gun.

Gordon K. Davies
is the chief executive of
Kentucky's Council on
Postsecondary Education. the aptly
named COPE. His job is to coordinate and cajole, cuss and convince - the
state's colleges and universities.
Davies hasn't been in Kentucky long
enough to scratch a mark He did spend
20 years in Virginia, however, in very
much the same job he has taken here.
Last year, Davies wrote a short essay reflecting on his 20 years as the head of a
state higher education authority, It is a
remarkable piece of work, a broad review
of the role universities have played in
this society and a bold projection of
where these institutions are headed.
If Kentuckians want to know where
Davies will likely take their state, they
should read this work (The full text can
be found on the Internet at http://www.
schev.edu/wumedia/gordon.html.)
Davies thinks the Enlightenment gift
of rationalism reached its limits in the
20th century. The advancement of science and technology, he writes, have not
protected us ''from the savagery of our
own passions." Truths aren't unchanging; they are, indeed, changing every
day.
Higher education "planning and coordination is now a business of ideas
rather than statutes and regulations."
The time, he writes, is "transitional, and
it is therefore important that we avoid
rigidity and that we suspect all forms of
certainty about where we're going and
what we should do."

' __ _
,,,,.
4..i

Davies sounds several warnings. He
portunities of Advanced Technology."
writes that, in Virginia at least, the comDavies says education "providers"
mitment to higher education ''is attenuat- ,vill produce personalized courses, byed by absence of political leadership, rispassing traditional classrooms and caming levels of intolerance in our society,
puses. Universities will no longer be
and meanness of spirit" He also thinks
members of a cartel, the managers of all
that "traditional higher education faces a educational activities ,vithin geographic
serious challenge in the next several
boundaries. They will be competitors in
vears from new kinds of educational
a global system of information transfer.
providers who have very little stake in
"The future identities of most colliberal education and whose purposes are leges and universities are noi going to be
frankly utilitarian."
expressed in brick and concrete," Davies
Davies sees education as a "public
writes, "and success ,viii not be signaled
good, as one of the cohesive elements
by increasing the numbers of physical
that holds society together." Education.
sites they own or control." Davies behe writes, "is not a trivial business, a pri- lieves in the importance of place - he
vate good, or a discretionary expenditure. says that ''we shall forget at our peril the
It is a deeply ethical
importance of some direct, face-to-face
undertaking at which
human interaction in all aspects of our
we must succeed if we
.lives, including education" - but he
are to survive as a free
warns that the market will be unkind to
people."
universities that remain wedded to tradiMost of Davies' estional ways of providing education.
say is an attempt by a
Davies' essay is wide-ranging. Acadehumanist, populist edumic
departments should lower their barcator to steer his
riers,
since "much creative intellectual
beloved institutions
work
is done by linking the disciplines to
through a time of eco- Davies
one
another."
He urges Virginia to invest
nomic and technologiin
collaboration
among the state's univercal change. He does not favor the kind of
sities.
If
Levi-Strauss
can produce cusblanket scholarship programs based on
tom-made
jeans,
Davies
says, universities
average (or slightly above average) high
should
be
able
to
produce
a tailored
school grades that Kentucky legislators
iv!BA.
adopted this year. "Except for those
His role, the role of the higher educa(scholarships) that are based upon finantion manager, is to serve as "gadfly
cial need," Davies writes. "the programs
tend mostly to benefit students and fami- rather than planner, an investor rather
than an allocator. a mediator and referee
lies with middle- and upper-level inrather than a regulator." And, Davies
comes, who are likelv to have better acawrites. in a clear announcement of how
demic preparation and grades." It would
he will proceed in Kentucky, a state highbe better, Davies writes, to use this moner education coordinating council should
ey to adequately fund universities.
be in the business of "engendering a
Da,·ies notes the importance of having good college board members, holding sense of restlessness and healthv dissatisfaction."
·
out Kentucky's non-partisan nominating
commission as a useful model. But
Davies believes "ideas matter."
Davies' most interesting comments come
We'll see if his ideas matter to Kenin the section titled "The Dangerous Optucky.
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U of L's entrepreneur training ranked seventh in U.S.
By GRACE LEE.UY
The Courier-Journal
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Greece; and 42 students in Singapore. Six students in the San Salvador group are already
developing business proposals, Taylor said.
Closer to home, U of L offers business
graduates a chance to put some of their proposals to work in the Ideas to Action Incubator at the Telecommunications Research Center al U of L's Shelby campus.
The incubator program was started about
two years ago and is currently the site for six
"incubating" local telecommunications businesses. Taylor said the dream is that five
years from now, all or most of its businesses
will be created by students.
"The goal is to be a channel for graduates,
students and faculty to lake business ideas to
reality," said James Graham, director of the
center. "But this is available to other local entrepreneurs."
"While other schools teach about entrepreneurship," Taylor said, "we're getting a lot of
the local community involvej with these students. Our students do business plans about
businesses that they really want to start."

rssii~eiiiiiriHi'~iz1Ii~1ti'fci/l& ·r·:; ··

Success magazine has named the University of Louisville business school the nation's '. 1. ~niversity oi Southern California (Los Angeles), Marshall School of Business
seventh-best at training entrepreneurs.
' 2. DePaul University (Chicago), Kellsladt Graduate School of Business
The school placed higher on the monthly's . 3. University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia), Wharton School
top-25 list than such well-known institutions
4.. lJCLA (Los Angeles), The Anderson School
as Harvard, Stanford, UCLA, Columbia, Cor5. University of Arizona (Tuscon), College of Business and Public Administration
nell, MIT, California-Berkeley and the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School.
ii, Si. Louis University, School of Business
"I was just elated," said Robert Taylor,
!" ;J
dean of the College of Business and P.ublic
8. University of Texas at Austin, Texas Business School
Administration. "We were on the list ofJhe
top 25 last year, and I was concerned when I
9. C/!Se Western Reserve University (Cleveland), Weatherhead School of Management
looked at the other schools and the amount
10: University of Illinois at Chicago, College of Business Administration
of resources (they) had."
U of L submitted information about its programs to the magazine, which focuses on en· ate students. It has 78 full-time faculty mem- ed in 1995. Program offerings include a threetrepreneurship, about two months ago, and bers, five of whom are business owners them- course MBA sequence in business creation, fi.
Taylor said he was not expecting it to rank so selves.
nancing and implementation .
The school received the recol;lnition for its
highly.
U of L also has international AlBA proThe business school has roughly 1,000 jun- master of business administratton programs grams, with about 30 students in San Salvaior and senior undergraduates and 450 gradu- in entrepreneurship, many of which original- dor, El Salvador; 36 students in Athens,
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·Ace expands degree offerings
Other degrees

By GAYLE FRITZ

Three. new programs in law
enforcement, physical therapist assistant and respiratory
care have been added to the
list of associate of applied science degrees available at Ashland Community College.
"Associate degrees are one
of the strengths of a community college," said ACC
President Angeline Dvorak.
"These degrees are designed
for people who understand
that some college will be needed for almost any job in the future but who don't have the
time, financial resources or desire for a bachelor's degree."
In associate degree programs, students combine general college courses in social
science, science and humanities with technical courses in
a professional career field. Designed to lead to immediate
employment in a technical
field, associate degrees can
usually be completed by fulltime students in two to three
years.
The new degrees are in some
of today's fastest-growing technical fields that offer job opportunities in the area, according to Dvorak. "This is a vital
step in expanding the educational options available to students and serving the needs of
area employers," she said.
"The ability to get new programs so quickly validates the
Kentucky Community and
Technical College System
promise of a flexible system responsive to student and community work force needs."
As created by the Kentucky
Postsecondary Education Improvement Act of 1997, KCTCS
includes 13 of the 14 colleges in
UKCCS and Kentucky's 15
postsecondary technical colleges. The community colleges
iiecame a KCTCS branch in
January, and ACC's new programs were proposed to the
system in March.
Approval to grant five new
degrees was granted Monday
to KCTCS by the state's Council on Postsecondary Education. The Community College
System was formerly governed
by the University of Kentucky,
and UK has continued to issue
community college degrees esrablished in previous years.
ACC's law enforcement technology program will begin this
fall. and the physical therapist
assistant and respiratory care
therapist programs will admit
their first classes in in the fall
of 1999. Students can start this
fall on the courses required for
admission to the health care
progr:ims, which are both selective admissions programs
giving preference to students
who have already completed
their general education and
support courses.

Law enforcement
Law enforcement positions
have evolved from jobs with
minimal requirements to jobs
requiring complex knowledge
and skills. The law enforcement technology program uses
a curriculum that is basically
already in place at ACC.
Courses include law enforcement theory, principles and
techniques, as well as the
study of law as it relates to law
enforcement, human behavior,
g o v e r nm e n t a n d c o mmunications.
Graduates may be employed
in law enforcement at the federal, state, county and municipal levels as well as security
and protection for businesses
and industries. With· experience, graduates may move into
administrative or supervisory
positions.

Physical therapy
The physical therapist assistant program is accredited
by the Commission on Accreditation in Physical Therapy Education-American Physical Therapy Association. The
curriculum combines general
education and physical therapy courses, with classes at
ACC combined with clinical
experience at area hospitals.
Graduates are eligible to
take the state licensing exam.
Prepared to become a skilled
assistant working under the
supervision of a physical therapist, they can provide essential patient services for the
prevention and alleviation of
physical impairment and the
restoration offunction.

Respiratory care
The respiratory care therapist program is a unique joint
program involving ACC.
Maysville Community College
and Rowan Technical College
in Morehead. ACC and MCC
will provide general education
courses on campus. with the
technical courses provided by
RTC.
The curriculum includes intensive course work in supporting sciences and general
education. supplemented with
clinical learning experiences
in area health care facilities.
Graduates will be qualified
to take the national board
exam in Respiratory Therapy.
Prepared to take an active role
in the maintenance and/ or restoration of cardiopulmonary
function, graduates may find
employment as a health care
professional in hospitals, medical clinics, nursing homes,
home health care and industry.

Accounting: Courses include
a background in accounting
principles theories and practice, with an introduction to
computer applications, business law, management principles and communications.
Graduates are prepared for
entry-level accounting positions, including bookkeeper,
accounting clerk, cost clerk
and payroll clerk.
Business: The curriculum is
designed for people seeking
entry level jobs as well as currently employed individuals
seeking to enhance their managerial skills. Courses In general education and a core of
basic business courses are
combined with specialized
study in one of six options:
banking management, management, management information systems, real estate
management, retail marketing
and telecommunications.
Engineering: A cooperative
program with Ashland Technical College, formerly Kentucky
Tech Ashland Center, Engineering Technology prepares
people to work as assistants to
engineers or as liaison between engineers and skilled
craftsmen. Two op-tions are
available: electrical, for employment in electrical design,
maintenance and re-pair; and
computer repair for jobs in the
repair of microcomputers and
related hardware.
Nursing: The curriculum
combines general education
and nursing education, with
clinicals held at area health
care facilities. Graduates are
eligible to take the National
Council Licensure Exam to become registered nurses. Jobs
for registered nurses in beginning staff positions are available at hospitals, nursing
homes. extended care facilities.
physician's offices. clinics and
public health agencies.
Office systems: General education courses in writing, communication. economics and
math are combined with tech·
nical courses for a technologybased office environment. Students may choose a specialty
such s1s Legal Office Procedures, Medical Office Procedures or Advanced Desktop
Publishing.
Graduates are prepared for
jobs in office responsibilities
in business and industry, education. government and professional offices. Graduates
may choose to take the Certified Professional Secretary
Exam.
Numbers to call for more information on ACC associate
degrees are: physical therapist,
respiratory therapist or nursing, Nursing Office (606) 329·
2999, Ext. 315; law enforcement, Professor Faye Brewer,
Ext. 257; accounting, Associate
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New degree-programs OK'd
for ACC
By KENNETH HART OF THE DAILY iNDEPENDENi""'- ••

ASHLAND - The Kentucky
Community and', Technical
College System -ha!t· received
approval to grant its first degrees.
·
The state Council on Postsecondary Education, meeting
in Frankfort on Monday, approved five new associate degree- programs for KCTCS, in:
eluding three at Ashland Community College.
KCTCS was created by the
Kentucky Post.~econdary Education Improvement Act of
1997 and includes the state's 13
community colleges and 15
technical colleges.
The community college system was previously governed .
by the University of Kentucky,
which has continued to issue
community college degrees.
One of the new ACC programs, law enforcement technology, will begin this fall. The
others, physical therapist assistant and respiratory care
therapist, will admit their first
classes in the fall of 1999.
The programs had already·
been approved by the KCTCS
Board of Regents. The new
programs "will allow us to
offer degrees in some of
today's fastest-growing technical fields," ACC President Angeline Dvorak said.
"The ability to get new programs so quickly validates the
KCTCS promise of a flexible
system responsive to student
and community work force
needs."

.

1

Students can begin this fall
on the course work required
for admission · to the physical
therapy and respiratory care
programs. Dvorak said. Both
will be selective admissions
programs, with preference
given to students who have already- completed their general
education and support courses.

The law enforcement technology program will use a curriculum that is essentially in·
place at ACC. Courses will include law enforcement theory,
principles and techniques, as
well as the study of law as it
relates to law enforcement,
human behavior, government
and communications.
The physical therapist as~istant program is accredited
by the American Physical
Therapy Association.
, Classes at ACC will be combined with clinical experience
at local hospitals, with graduates eligible to take the state
licensing exam.
The. respiratory care therapist program_ is a joint effort
involving ACC, Maysville
Community College and
Rowan Technical College.
Students will take their general education courses In Ashland or Maysville and their
technical courses In Morehead.
Graduates will be qualified
to take the national board
exam In respiratory therapy.
The other degree programs
approved by the council were
early childhood education at
Hazaril Community College
and computer information systems at Henderson Community
College.
The programs have received
"rigorous review" and "will
serve well the students who
enroll in them and the communities where the programs
are offered," said Tony New-

berry, interim chancellor of
the UK Community College
System and a former ACC
president.
The Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools. the accrediting agency for the community colleges, has given preliminary approval to the
change in governance from UK
to KCTCS, but intends to more
closely review how the schools
are governed, said Jeff Hockaday, interim KCTCS president.
Hockaday said it was important that KCTCS offer the five
new degrees under its own
banner because drawing clear
lines of authority over the colleges is crucial to accreditation.
"There is no question that
the business of governance is
critical with SACS," he said.
"Governance must be clearly
delegated to our board of regents."

To learn more
For more information
about Ashland Community College's new degree programs, call the
school at (606) 329-2999.
For information on the
health care programs,
call the nursing office at
extension 315. For information on the law enforcement program, call
Faye Brewer at Ext. 257.

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,

Thursday, July 16, 1998

.Doing its j_ob
MU medical school accomplishing
goal of training family physicians
The Marshall University entered careers in family
School of Medicine is ac- ·practice,·: general internal
complishing a major goal of medi'cine or pediatrics.
its creation: Training pri- That's well above the namary care doctors who prac- tional average of 30 percent
tice in Appalachia.
·ahd second only to Mercer _
When the debate over the ·university in Macon, Ga.
creation of a second state·
Marshall also ranked
supported medical school above the national average
was raging in the West Vir- among 1997 graduates who
ginia legislature during the said they planned to practice
1970s, supporters of the pro- in the state where they were
posal contended a medical trained. Sixty-eight percent
school in Huntingtop. would of the MU class of 1997 said
help alleviate the critical they pl~ed to stay in the
shortage of family doctors in Mountain State.
rural West Virginia. At a
Although one is tax suptime when the vast majority ported·· and the other pri•
of new medical school gradu• vately funded, much of the
ates were entering specialty same arguments that led to
fields, Marshall officials the creation of the Marshall
pledged to concentrate on School of Medicine were
training . primary care doc- used in the creation· of a
tors.
medical school at Pikeville
That promise has been College. When the school
kept. The Association of opened last fall, supporters
American Medical Colleges predicted most of the osteocredits Marshall for graduat- paths it trained would reing the nation's second high- main in the mountains of
est percentage of primary Eastern Kentucky, helping to
care physicians ~ those doc- alleviate a shortage of pri•
tors individuals see first mary care doctors. Let us
when not feeling well.
hope the new school is as
During the three-year pe• successful in accomplishing
riod studied, 45.96 percent of. that goal as Marshall has
MU medical school graduates been.
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Needed review
Advocacy group vows to improve
how teachers are taught in state
The Prichard Committee
for Academic Excellence an advocacy group with a
record for having a positive
impact on Kentucky's public
schools - has pledged to do
a thorough study of how
teachers are trained both in
college and after they begin
their careers. It is a m•1ch
needed review.
After the passage of the
Kentucky Education Reform
Act of 1990, the colleges of education at the state universities were criticized for being
slow to adapt their curricula
to meet the demands of the
reform act. As a result, new
teachers were coming out of
colleges unprepared to teach
in post-KERA classrooms.
Universi ti es have a ddressed those shortcomings,
and new teachers are better
prepared to teach in Kentucky's public schools than
they were just a few years
ago. However, universities
should welcome the input of
the Prichard Committee in
seeking to ways to improve
the ways they train teachers.
However, the greatest need
for improvement in teacher
training may be in the area
of professional development,
the continuing education instruction teachers receive
after they have earned their
undergraduate degrees. The
a mount of time teachers
spend on professional development has increased greatly
under KERA. The question is
whether this time is being
put to the best use.
A r eport co mmissioned
last year by the Prichard
Committee and another advocacy group, The Partnership
for Kentucky Schools, said
most refresher training for

teachers is focused on technique rather than helping
teachers learn more about
the subjects they teach. That
needs to change, particularly
with so many teachers teaching out of their areas of expertise.
Professional development
historically " has been generic and .. . one-size-fits-all.
It doesn't fit all," said Judith
Gambill, the Russell teacher
who is president of the Kentucky Education Association.
Our hope is that the Prichard Committee also would
take a look at the state's requirement that teachers earn
a master 's degree in order to
keep their certification. Most
tea ch ers fulfill t h a t r equirement by taking graduate education courses that
many admit a re of little
value to them. Perhaps more
meaningful professional development opportunities or
more undergraduate courses
in their area of instruction
would better meet the needs
of teachers and their students than a master's degree
in education.
Any change in the master's
degree requirement likely
would be resisted by the universities. However, that's not
necessarily because the universities think the graduate
classes lead to better teachers, but because teachers enrolled in graduate courses
are an important source of
revenue.
Teachers spend more time
as students in college classrooms than many other professionals. The work of the
Prichard Committee and others could help assure that
that time-is spent wisely.
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tafe-wants to-- send message:
'
'Education pays
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Slogan promoting
schools to appear on
road signs, stationery
By LONNIE HARP
The Courier-Journal
LEXINGTON, Ky. - For parents
and teen-agers lackadaisical about
school or workers wishing for a fatter paycheck, Gov. Paul Patton has
created "a kind of second sta,te seal"
that will hang along interstates and
appear on state stationery. II will
convey the message that !{entucky
schools and colleges are • route to
prosperity.
. .
. .
At stops in LomSV11le and Lexmgton yesterday, the governor unveiled
the new emblem: a logo of a triumphant graduate with the slqgan "Education Pays.''
"We're going to plaster it everywhere we can plaster it," Patton said.
"We've done all we know to do to
improve schools and colleges in this
state, but the one thing you can't do
by fiat is get people involved."
With e~ough repetition, Patton
said, the importance of education
might finally sink in with many Kentuckians.
.
Too many people have yet to realize that hard work in the state's public schools, technical centers and colleges is a road out of p~verty, he
said.
In 1990, lawmakers passed laws
that created an all-new system of
public schools. Last vear, Patton
pushed a set of highet "<lucation reforms through a special session of
the General Assembly. And this year,
lawmakers approved a scholarship
program that will use the state's lottery profits to help students who
make good grades pay their college
bills.

"A lack of appreciation (!fan adequate education is deeply 1ngramed
in many of our people," Patton said.
"This is somethmg we must do - we
must consistently educate our people
that they must take advantage of our
opportunities."
"
Some of the "Education Pays
signs have already been raised alo!!g
Interstate 64 and Interstate 65 m
Louisville. More highway signs are
on the way, as are logos on state stationery and maps.
The Governor's Office is also recruiting businesses to use the slogan
in their advertising.
.
Columbia Gas of Kentucky Inc. 1s
waiting on bumper stickers .t~ adorn
its 100-vehicle fleet. The utility also
plans to incorporate the message into
its 140,000 monthly bills, ac~ordi_ng
to Joe Kelly, the company s v,ce
president and general manager and a
former chairman of the state Board
of Education.
."This is not something that breaks
anybody's back to do; and if we all
do a little, it will make a big difference," Kelly said.
Patton hopes to make a big splash
with the message next month when
thoughts tum toward heading back
to school. With public service announcements explaining that the
average high school graduate makes·
$6,000 a year more than a dropout
and that college graduates earn an
average of $25,000 more than a dropout, tlie new slogan might. ~h~rt-circuit questions about why ti s important to consider a university or community college.
"Access to a good education system lias been pretty available to Kentuckians for the past 50 years, and
most people have taken advantage of
it " Patton said. "But a lot of poor
f~milies don't realize how much an
education could have meant to them.
We're talking about changing the

mindset of people."
Rep. Jesse Crenshaw, a Lexington
Democrat, praised the governor's
message.
·
"A good job and a good education
go hand in hand," Crenshaw said.
Patton intends the slogan to also
help boost the state's image. 11:~ first
signs will replace the tradt!tonal
"Welcome to Kentucky" signs that
mark the state's borders.
''We do have something important
· 10 teii our visitors. and people who
are coming back," Patton ~aid;, ''This
is a state that values education.

Lexington Herald-Leader
Thursday, July 16. 1998

New logo: Education pays
Official state ad blitz·
will encourage studentsto continue schooling
By Holly E. Stepp
HERALDlEADER EDUCATION WRITER

Kentucky has made great strides in
improving its schools, colleges and universities, savs Gov. Paul Patton.
The problem is, Patton says. too
many Kentuckians don't take advantage of the improvements.
But the governor hopes a new public service advertising campaign will
get people thinking about education.
In an afternoon news conference,
Patton unveiled a new logo - Education Pays - that he said should become the theme for the state.

"With rare exceptions, all Kentuckians will need to participate in some
sort of post-secondary, occup.1tional,
skill-development program if they are
to be productive in the commonwealth's economy," Patton said.
"It is true that a high school graduate earns $6,000 a year more than
someone who has not graduated, and a
college graduate earns $25,000 more."
The logo, which features a graduate clutching a diploma against a backdrop of a map of Kentucky, will be
used on the state's ·•Welcome to Kentucky" highway signs.
The logo will also be used on state
government stationery, state maps
and bumper stickers.
"If people are exposed to an idea
enough, they will eventually accept it
as true," Patton said, adding that the

idea for the campaign came up during
the General Assembly special session
on higher education last year.
"We have addressed the issues of
accessibility and affordability; the third
part is creating the desire for education
in our people," he said.
The cost of the campaign will be
paid by state government. Patton's
press secretary, Melissa Forsythe, did
not have an exact figure, but said the
cost would be a "minimal investment."
Campaign organizers hope that
businesses and industries will use the
logo in their advertising.
Other education leaders and legislators commended Patton's efforts.
"Education is the road of out of
poverty," said state Rep. Ruth Ann
Palumbo, D-Lexington. "This initiative
can help people to recognize that road."
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Move, could:: undercut ,. •
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Ashland · Inc.'s lieadqmirters
fiofii · the Ti-1:state ':wjiif~si:
more than just jobs.""'..':' .~!_; ~
The region also coufd lose
millions of dollars In charitable donations from the
company, and the expertise
and time that departing employees have pumped into
nonprofit organizations.
"I don't think there's a single nonprofit around here

:tlLey31a.v®'~:,-!EUl:he4,;' -sajd

Pat Clonch, .executivii'riiirec,:
tor of the Lawrence Comity
(Ohio) Economic Development Corp. and the Greater
Lawrence County Chamber
of Commerce.
The company's moving, she
said "is truly like the death
of a member of a· big family,
and one who's played a most
important role. They've always been there .... "
•
"They've been a stellar
contributor to education and
the arts," said former Ashfand mayor Dick Martin.
Ashland Oil established its
~shland Oil Foundation in
iitiss as the conduit for its cor~orate citizenship efforts.
,;: ,Through Its first 25 years, it
~ave more than $40 million in
~onations and matching grants
;lo organizations in the Tri1ltate and other areas where
'Ashland has major operations.
;: In 1994-95, the latest year for
which the company would relea~e figures, education organi:'Zat1ons got the lion's share :ji1 percent - of Ashland's giv·mg. Fourteen percent went to
,i:ivic groups, 13 percent to
,Jlealth and human services 8
!liercent ti> arts and culture ~d
JI percent to other causes.

r,;
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-

.

~ Ashll\ftd spokesman Stan

iampe,'decllned to reveal de~ails of what the company has
:$jven since then.
:;~ Locally, donations have In;~uded everything from a used •
~tuiser for the Wurtland Po~ice Department to $75,000 to,Vard a project that linked the
~ibraries of Kentucky's 21 inde:pendent colleges and universi·
;jies by computer,
~· Clonch said Ashland not
:~nly helped to support pro·
:trams, it was instrumental in
~tarting many of them here.
~he cited Closeup, a national
j,rograrn that sends high
:?,chool students to Washington,
,;ti.C., each year to see first
31.and how Congress and fed·
;era! agencies operate.
~ "They proposed it in 1989
;?,nd we (the chamber) liked it,"
r:She said. With Ashland behiIJ,d
;:the program, many other coni·
~les signed on, too.
~ "Ashland contributed iil!;kind and financially and
~~ey've stayed right with us,"
~she said.
This year, 64 students from
Lawrence County participated.

MaJor gifts
Many local nonprofits have
depended heavily on the generosity of Ashland and its employees to keep going.
Greenup County United
Way, one of more than 300
such organizations Ashland
helped last year, derived more
than 50 percent of the $155,000
it received last year from
sources connected to Ashland.
The Boyd County United Way
got about 25 percent of its total
of $467,000 from Ashland and
its workers.
The company matches contributions from its employees
to United Way dollar for dollar.

606-783-2030

Losing that kind of base
would seriously hurt the annual drive, said Bill Taylor, executive director of'Boyd County United Way.
''.It goes without saying that
the impact would be great," he
said.
The company said this
morning it planned to honor
all existing pledges to nonprofits and it was evaluating plans
to "phase-down" Its nonpledge
contributions over a period of
several years.
Exactly how that would be
done is uncertain at this point.
Ashland Community College
President Angie Dvorak said
Ashland's leaving would have
a significant impact on the college in several ways.
"The student population, of
course, would be affected," she
said. "We did a phone s)ll"Vey
in early spring and we know
that potential students are on
hold, waiting to see what happens."

She wouldn't say how much
financial help the college gets
from the foundation.
"But it could mean we would
have to drop some programs if
we were not able to fmd different funding for them," she
said . ."We have had a very
good partnership with Ashland.''
Kathy Timmons, executive
director of the Paramount Arts
Center, said Ashland and its
employees have always been
supportive of the theater and
its programs. But the PAC will
continue to flourish even if the
company leaves, she said.
Ashland made a very nice
contribution to the center's
capital improvements campaign, she said. "But it was
one of many nice contributions made by businesses
here."

She said the expansion
project will allow the theater
to bring in Broadway shows
and make Ashland even more
of a tourist destination than it
already is.
"The -city has survived
Armco and CSX cuts and a lot
of other negative things In the
past," she said. "But we're see·
ing a lot of growth, new businesses coming in. There's so
many positive things happening that I believe our future is very secure."
Some nonprofits are as worried as much about the loss of
human capital from Ashland's.
move as the ending of fmancial oontributions from the
company.
"The biggest impact of the
move will be in the people we
lose," said Martin, the former
Ashland mayor. "Their intelligence, their spirit of building
and cooperating will be terribly difficult to replace."
Ashland employees have not
only been volunteers, they've
been volunteer leaders. A look
at the boards of some prominent nonprofit groups i~
lustrates that point.
Martha Johnson is chair of
the combined four-county
United Way campaign. Bill
Henderson is president of the
board of River Cities Harvest,
which collects surplus and donated food and distributes it to
social service agencies.
Dan Gipson, Larry Collier
and Gary Stephens are past or
current vice presidents of the
Tri-State Fair & Regatta.
All have one thing in common besides their civicmindedness; they are or were
Ashland employees.
Dr. Kirti Jain, head of Ashland-Bellefonte Cancer Center,
said the biggest loss there
would be the support of Ashland employees involved in
volunteer work for the center
such as health fairs, Survivors' Day and Relay for Life.
"Ashland has always stood
ready to help in any way, including the use of their building for physician education
conferences," Jain said.
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U of L's success story
ALVIN Coolidge, a man
of a few words, once
said that "the business
of America is busi-

C

ness."

It's as true a statement now as
it was in the 1920s - maybe
even· truer. And more than in
-most other countries, the business of America tends to be
small ·business - men and women staking all on a hunch that
they can find a niche; however
narrow,. in a very big marketplace.
·
Many ventures don't su!Vive,
of course, but some of our best
and most successful corporations started out in a garage or a
neighborhood storefront or over
a kitchen table.
Luck's a factor, of course, and
hard work is indispensable. It
also helps to know something
about how businesses work.
And in Louisville, if you 're
looking to find out how busi-

)

nesses work, and how to launch
a business, you have the good
fortune of having an excellent
training program for entrepreneurs at the Universiiy ofLQuisville business school.
In fact, the program has just
been rated seventh best in the
country by Success magazine,
and it was in very high-powered
company with the likes of the
Wharton School at Penn and the
University of Texas at-Austin.
, We're glad to see the· U of L
business school get this recognition. The work the school does
is important. The better pre,
pared its graduates are, the better the chances that they will
succeed • in launching business
ventures that will grow, - the
Humanas and Vencors and Papa
John's Pizzas of tomorrow.
We congratulate the business
school and Dean Robert Taylor.
Keep those entrepreneurs coming. We need 'em.
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'KENTUCKY'TECH'·15:·ALIVE·AND. WELL'
,.,Wi,, were deli~ted th~t The C!)uri·er-Joumal earned., an AssOC1ated
Press stoiy on technlai!ieducation. in
its July.,:2-is_sue. The ~le.-dealt with
the•mmsltion of 25 postsecondary
KentuckyiTech schools into the new
Kentucky Community and Technical
College System. However;'· we feel
compelled.to.point~ut an-inaccuracy
in the article. The reporter wrote:
"Kentucky Tech is no more." This
statement. is in,error and caused an
outcry of concern from secondary
Kentucky Tech administrators, faculty and staff across the state. In fact,
Kentucky Tech is alive and well.
Prior to July 1, Kentucky Tech was
a system of secondary·an!i post.secondary schools administered -by the
state's Department for Technical
Education, Cabinet for Workforce
Development. On July I, the postsecondary scliools joined the new system. However, Kentucky Tech is still
a system of schools - 54 of which
are area technology centers· serving
approximately 120 local school districts and 10 · non-public schools

across the state, These 54 Kentucky
Tech schools .will' continue to exist.
The primary. pwpose of area.technolllgy cente~.is .to serve.high school
students by'e!iliimcmg· and ei<PBDding
student career options that lead to the
continuation 'of education at the postsecondary' level and/or successfuf ,imployment upon· graduation from hiim
school. We believe it is imperative for
secondary Kentucky Tech· instructors
to train' students toward their maximum potential. It is a goal elf the cabi
net and department to create a collaborative relationship with · local
school districts to enhance growth in
0

our educational community.
Serving secondary students is our
primary goal, but our role will continue to expand by serving the needs of
and partnering. with our local communities in economic development
and training efforts. Area technology
centers are sprinkled throughout the
commonwealth and generally located
in small- to medium-sized counties.
These schools are uniquely · positioned to serve businesses and indus-

·

·
·
·

tries where it is geographically. im•
possible to be served by a postsecondary ins)itution. Certainly this aspect
encompasses .. the whole notion of
economic deveJopment and. provides
cost'effective. measures by responding to the I.raining. needs of business
and industry. The role of area tech•
nology centers is vital in the overall
scheme of economic development
and provides an additional avenue in
the way we conduct business across
this state.
The intent of Kentucky Tech administrators, faculty and staff is to
stand united in our mission to provide technical education and training
to develop a skilled and versatile individual. The 54 Kentucky Tech area
technology centers are alive and well.
ALLEN D. ROSE

Secretary
Cabinet for Workforce Development
EMIL S. JEZIK

Acting Commisiioner
Department for Technical Educalion •
.
Frankfort, Ky '40601
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UK staff turns
new page in vote
for board trustee
By Mat Herron
HERALDlEADER STAFF WRITER

Voting has turned high tech for University of
Kentucky staff.
The staff will cast their vote for a new representative on the university's Board of Trustees
on paper - and on the World Wide Web.
The Web site for the election, linked to the
university's home page at www.uky.edu, shows
pictures and biographical information on the candidates, as well as instructions on how to vote on
the Web, said Tom Henninger, director of business planning and operations at UK.
"You can be on vacation," said George DeBin,
vice president of fiscal affairs. "As long as you
have access to a computer, you just get on the
Web page."
, .
DeBin said-he anticipates,using a-similar-system three years from now, when another election
for a staff member is held. For security purposes,
each staff person has a 7-digit identification number that ca1rnnly be used once, DeBin said. Voters

also must have their UK ID with them when casting an electronic or paper ballot as a security precaution, to make sure no one's voting twice, Henninger said.
Web voting isn't a new option for the university: The former community colleges voted for their
faculty trustee about two years ago, DeBin said.
Six candidates are vying for the three-year
term on the board, the last one in the state to include a staff member on its board of trustee:
■ Gary Ginn, body bequeathal program coordinator, in the anatomy and neurobiology depart-

ment;

■ David Harover, a research analyst in Agriculture Regulatory Services;
■ Stanley Inman, an administrator at the
Center for Labor Education and Research;
■ Bonnie Johnson, a manager in communications and administrative operations;
■ Francis Solomon, a systems programmer
in Technical Services in the Ccmputing Center;
■ Russ Williams, a training specialist in Human Resource Development.
Elections take place today from 7:30 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Those who don't have Web access can
cast a paper baliot· at several sites: the lobby of
Patterson Office Tower, the Kelly Bui_lding, the
UK Hospital, the)nezzanine of the central facility
in the Kirwan-Blanding Complex, and Room 103
in the Peterson Service Building.
Results will be announced Monday.
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Expensive items hit most ·
By KENNETH HART
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

"We survived that, and
we can survtve this, too,"
he said. ''For every door
that shuts, there's another
that opens."
Sim Fryson, president of
Sim Fryson Motor Co. a
Mercedes-Benz Honda
Nissan deale~hip at ~
Winchester Ave., said there
will obviously be a lessened
demand for luxury vehicles
with so many high-paying executive positions leaving town.
But he said all that he and
others in the business community can do now is try to
make the best of the situation.
"We cannot control things
that are out of our control he
said. "Community leaders'now
have to band together , be optimistic about our future and
try to bring in new businesses."

ASHLAND - The impen?ing move of Ashland
Inc. s corporate headquatters will be a blow to the
Ashl~d area's retail commun1ty, but merchants say
they don't believe it will be
a crippling one.
Retailers said they're optimi~c that they'll be able to
survive the company's move
to Covington and the attendant loss to the community of up to 350 jobs.
Sellers of big-ticket items
- such as automobiles. furn iture and appliances - are
the _most likely to be immediately affected by the relocation, said Dr. Bob Albert. interin1 dean of Morehead State University's College of Business.
The 'bread arid butter'
N or man Boulay , vice
Ashland employees " have
president and general man- I been the bread and butter of
ager of Gibson Brothers our residential business" over
Furniture, 1301 Winchester the years, said Sue Moore,
Aye., acknowledged that he president of Ed Moore Carpets
w_ill probably lose a lot 9f and Interiors Inc., located on
his best customers when Diederich Boulevard about two
Ashland moves as many as J miles from Ashland headquar125 high-paying jobs out of ters. She said the move would
town four to six months affect her sales "tremendously.
from now.
"But we've picked ours~lves
"We do a nice business up, dusted ourselves off and
with the Ashland people. A gone on before and we'll try to
lot of their executives buy do it again," she said.
items here," he said. "But
Mark Valentine, manager of
ther e are so many new, Ashland Town Center said he
smaller businesses in · the thought the ultimate tinpact of
a:ea. I think they will hell> the move would depend on
pick up the slack."
, how quickly the economic deBoulay noted that t he velopment program Ashland
Ashland-area retai,I mark~t Inc. is establishing to help rehad prospered and grown in cruit new businesses to the
rece nt years despite the area bears fruil
downsizing of AK Steel j "I thought that was a reallyCoi:p . 's Ash1and Works , good gesture on their part," he
:,vh1ch cost hundreds of said. "They're not leaving us
Jobs.
high and dry."

and

I

II

I

Ashland officials said Monday that the company will -donate part of its 160-acre Russell
campus to a new economic development foundation, and will
provide the funding to hire a
nationally known community
development consultant to help
attract new jobs.
Valentine said he didn't believe the move would cause
new tenants to shy away from
locating in the mall, at least
not in the short term.
"We still have a good market
here,'' he said.
However, tenant recruiting
could suffer months and years
down the road if the move
causes a major drop-off in the
mall's sales figures, Valentine
said.
Another black cloud for retailers, Valentine sakl, is that
most of the employee transfers
could take place during this
Christmas shopping season,
under the timetable a nnounced Monday.
"It would be silly to say that
we wouldn't be concerned
about consumer confidence for
the Christmas season," he
said.
Chris Shoub, manager of one
of As hl a nd's newest businesses, Applebee's Neighborhood Grill and Bar. said he expected the move to have little
effect on restaurants.
" I think the retail community as a whole will definitely see an impact from it,
but not necessarily the foodservice part of it," he said.

'Thrlvl g'

n

Ashla_nd Realtor Brooks
Wells said the fact that companies like Applebee's, Wal-Wart,
qtTiceMax ~~ CVS Pharmacies were willmg to build new
stores here - even though
they ?a_d . to know there was a
poss ibility Ashlan~ might
leave - was a strong mdicator
of the health of the local retail
sector.
.
. "They. did in-depth feasibil1ty stu~e~ and then ch~se to
spen~. million_s of.~o~s m the
area, he s~ud. I think th~t
shows that ~ur retail sector 1s
not_ ~nlY,, alive and well, but
thnvmg.

Albert, the MSU dean, said
he expected that the ripple effect of Ashland's leaving will
be detrimental to many small
retailers in the community.
"Some of the mom-and-pop
operations might find it difficult to stay afloat." he said.
Bob Lynch, who owns the
Frame-Up Gallery, a frame and
coffee shop at 1436 Winchester
Ave. with his wife, Jo Etta,
1
agreed that the move probably
Isignals tough times ahead for
small business people like
himself.
Lynch said a significant portion of his business comes
from Ashland employees. But
he said the Frame-Up Gallery
has weathered other storms in
its 20-plus years and he figured
it will survive this one.
" We'll go on the best we
can ," he said. "You learn to
live with it, you learn to aruust
and try to come up with new
ideas, and hopefully offer
something that people want.
It's all a part of business, I
guess."
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Ski-masked intruder
assaults college chief
and wife in Paducah
Man smashes door
to enter, attacks
with pepper spray
Associated Press
PADUCAH, Ky. - A man wearing
a ski mask broke into the home of
Paducah Community College President Len O'Hara and his wife ea rly
yesterday and assaulted the couple
with pepper spray, police said.
The O'Haras sustained minor injuries and were taken to Lourdes Hospital. Darlene O'Hara was treated and
released, and her husband was kept
overnight for observation.
Paducah police said they had no
suspects. The intruder was described
as 5 feet IO to 6 feet tall, weighing
about 180 pounds, with a muscular
build.
Detective Gary Reese said it is unknown whether the identity of the
victims had anything to do with the
crime.
The O' Haras' home is at the edge
of the ca mpus shared by Paducah
Community College and West Kentucky Technical College.
Reese said the intruder entered the
house from the rear about 3:30 a.m.,
using a piece of wood to break the
glass in the patio-style doors. O'Hara
woke up after heanng the noise and
confronted the intruder, and the two
men struggled, Reese said. The
O'Haras told police the inrruder hit
them both with pepper spray.

" Mrs. O'Hara intervened to help
her husband," Reese said. "At this
point, the perpetrator left the residence, probably going out the way he
came."
Reese said Darlene O' Hara left the
home through the front door and
called 911 at 3:57 a.m.
Reese said nothing appeared to
have been stolen.
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■ PADUCAH
College president assaulted: A man wear-

ing a ski mask broke into the home of Paducah
Community College President Len O'Hara and his
wife early yesterday and assaulted the couple
with pepper spray, police said. The O'Haras sustained minor injuries and were transported to
Lourdes Hospital. Darlene O'Hara was treated
and dismissed, and her husband was kept
overnight for observation. Paducah police said
they had no suspects in the home invasion.

Lexington Herald-Leader
Monday. July 27. 1998

Focus on teacher training

I

t's encouraging to see the state's
leading education advocacy
group, the Prichard Committee
for Academic Excellence, focusing
its attention on teacher education
and training issues.
At its annual meeting in July,
the Prichard Committee announced
that it ~ ll use a $30,000 grant to
pay for' a yearlong study of how to
improve training for teachers.
A previous study commissioned
by the Prichard Committee showed
that required refresher courses for
teachers most often focused on
teaching technique rather than subject matter.
Speaking at the same meeting,
Education Commissioner Bill Cody
said the state needs to look at
whether teachers should be required to have majored or minored
~ the subjects they will be teachmg.
Their discussion came in the
wake of another study recently released by the Southern Regional

Education Board showing that
many teachers in Kentucky high
schools did not major in the subject
they are currently teaching.
Although technique is important, teachers with an in-depth
knowledge of the subjects they are
teaching clearly are in a better position to convey knowledge to their
students.
Surely, raising the standards for
people receiving teacher certification and then making sure that
they receive significant training and
enrichment throughout their careers
would improve the level of education for Kentucky students.
We hope the Prichard Committee study will result in some concrete recommendations that will
help teachers do their jobs better
and bring significant educational
benefits to Kentucky's young people.

-The Advocate-Messenger,
Danville
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t:lon dean at Eastern Kentucky
University, said he was surprised
by the survey because EKU puts
a strong emphasis on KERA's
philosophies.
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Poll finds concerns
about portfolios
and technology
By Unda B. Blackford
HERALD-LEAO€R EDUCATION WRITER

For the second year in a row,
more than half of Kentucky's new
teachers say they're well-prepared
to teach, but a significant minority still say they're not ready for
key pieces of the school reform
that actually pilots education, according to a new survey.
For example, only 8 percent of
new teachers said they were
"moderately or very poorly" prepared for teaching. But that n~ber jumped to 24 percent when 1t
came to writing portfolios and 30
percent for using technology in
the classroom, two integral pieces
of the 1990 Kentucky Education
Reform Act.
"There are certain areas. especiall v in KERA. where we need to
do better:· said Roger Pankratz.
executive director of the Kentucky
Institute for Education Research,
which surveyed first•, second- and
third-year teachers.
Pankratz presented the results
to the Education Professional
Standards Board yesterday.
The survey results did not
change much from last ~~• when
teachers also gave a positive overall picture.
The
Institute hired
a
Louisville survey company to call
1 146 of the state's 5,569 newest
t~chers. The survey has a margin of error of plus or minus 2.2
percentage points.
Other findings include:
■ Primary school teachers, recently out of college, report a
higher level of preparedness than
high school teachers;
■ Seven out of every 10 teachers think they need more field ex·
perience - time to go out in the
public schools while they're still
in college.
■ Only 42 percent of new
teachers said they were well-prepared to deal with student discipline.

■ Teachers who went to private schools felt better prepared
than their public college colleagues, but both groups felt better than out-Of-state teachers.
"This opens up bigger questions about the undergraduate experience, not just teacher p ~tion," said Robert Sexton,_director
of the Prichard Comnuttee for
Academic Excellence. "We've
raised the standards and changed

much time on portfolios, which
they get in most classes.
Among public universities, 60
percent of University of Kentucky
teacher graduates said they were
well-prepared, 32 percent were
moderately well prepared, and 7
percent were poorly prepared.
At both Eastern Kentucky
University and the University of
Louisville, 53 percent of graduates
said they were well-prepared Sixty-<me percent of Northern Kentucky University graduates said
they were ready for the classroom.

Teachers feel prepared, but...
Numbers show that teachers think they are
getting solid general training, but they don't
feel they are well prepared to deal with specific areas of education reform, like
writing portfolios or technology.

====::.z:a

• Extremelyj\lery ...

Modemely well • Modenltelyj\lefy poorly/
No preparation

Q: How well do you feel your college's teacher preparation program
prepared you for actually teaching in Kentucky's schools?

Q: How well are you prepared to use assessments like writing
portfolios and open-ended questions?

42%

~

24%

Q: How well are you prepared to address student discipline problems?

~:::!11111111 23%

42%

Q: How well are you prepared to use technology in instruction?

~

33%

30%

NOTE: Due to cbl11cnow· responses and/Of rocndirf. r,,tns may not add to 100S
0

Source: Kentudcy Institute tor Education Researcil
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College settles part of federal suit:

.

Berea College has settled half of a federal lawsuit
resulting from a 1996 lightning ~t:ike on its campus that killed one student and mJured an~ther.
U.S. District Judge Karl S. Forester of Lexmgton
last week signed the agreement between Audrey
Echanique and the college. Terms of the settlement were not included in court records. School
spokesman Ed Ford yesterday woul~ not say_
how much money - if any - was mvolved m
the settlement. A lightning bolt hit the school's
soccer field on Sept 5, 1996, killing Haley Herring
and injuring Echanique. Both women were soccer
players attending a practice. The subsequent lawsuits blamed Berea College and women's soccer
coach Michael Wedding for allowing players on
the field during a storm. The suit filed by
HPrrinO"s familv is sc..hedule.d for trial Alllr. 18.

.....
~
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Newteachers not sure they're ready
~Or KERA
·

SUI.Vey raises doubts
about performance
of education coijeges
By LONNIE HARP
The Courier-Journal
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Eight years.
after the state launched sweeping
education reforms, many new teachers still aren't sure they're ready to,
carry those changes into the classroom', a . report released yesterday
said.
The survey of 1,146 teachers with
three years of experience or less .
found that onl1 one-third felt ''very
well prepared' to implement or participate m some of the key elements
of education reform - curriculum
planning, writing portfolios, the
state's essay tests or school-based decision making.
·
And about half said they felt illequipfed to work with the state's
schoo technology program.
That raises the question of whether
Kentucky's teacher-education colleges are doing enough to prepare
new teachers for the state's schools,
said Roger Pankratz, who heads the
Kentucky Institute for Education R~search, the independent non-profit
group that commissioned the survey.
Proposals to change the situation
"have been so slow and so painstakin~, it's like turning around a batt,1esh1p," said Robert;Sexton, exec~tive
director of the Pnchard Committee
for Academic Excellence, a statewide
citizens group.
Toward that end, the state panel
that oversees teacher certification began work yesterday on beefing up its
goals for teaching standards. The
state Education Professional Standards Board, meeting in Owensboro,
decided to write its first mission
statement, describing the kind of
teachers it wants to see in classrooms.
The findings of the study released
yesterday echo a similar suryey of
new teachers from last year, with notable slips in how comfortable new
teachers feel about overseeing the
portfolios - collections of student
writing ~ and working with the
state's extended school-day programs, which offer students special
help before and after school.
While teachers say they feel good
about how well college prepared
them for workin~ in the cl_assro~m,
"the more specific you get m askmg
questions about the reforms expected
in this state, the less prepared they
feel," Pankratz said.
Teacher-preparation issues have
been in the spotlight lately. The state
Education Department recently announced a reorganization intended to
focus more on improving teachers'
knowledge of the subjects they te~ch.
.-\nd the. Prichard Committee has Just
launched a yearlong review of teacher preparation.
The teacher-standards board wants
to spell out goals for esta~!ishing
·'rigorous" and "achievable standards for both new teachers and
those already in the classroom.
"The board is absolutely committed to looking at the areas ,!de~tified
in the new teacher report, satd Susan Leib. the board's executive officer and the state's associate commissioner for teacher education.

Tim Dedman, a fifth-grade teacher
in Lexington and a member of the
board, said yesterday that a consensus is building that the state needs to
take stronger steps toward producing
smarter; better prepared teachers a movement the teacher-standards
board wants to lead.
The board has made decisions by
looking at the yardstick provided by
state law. After this week, however, it
will be guided by a philosophical
statement of the kind ofteachers it
wants to see in Kentucky classrooms.
"This is a tremendous step that
will clearly define our direction for
the future," Dedman said, ..
The paneLis-expected to:_cqmplete·
its nev.:"srtategy<:aS':-it·-~s: uprits
meeting·today. · "'"' · . ·., ·• .,
Pankratz said !tie.standards board
and ot~_er_'pol,iF)::ffiffk-~/'/l,-iWw., t9,~ddress ,whether Kenluclcy's. co11eges
are doing enough ,to prepare new
teachers for its classrooms.
"The expectations in terms of
KERA and what new teachers should
be able to do - we've never had that
conversation," Pankratz said. "There
isn't any agreement about what colleges of education should do about
preparing their students · for the
KERA initiatives."

He said that lack of attention
shows up in the survey. Among the
findings:
■ Three out of four teachers said
they were well prepared to establish
. h exa positive classroom and set h1g
pectations for students, but less than
half said they were ready to deal with
testing built around student performance, deal with classroom discipline
or adapt their teaching to students
with different cultural backgrounds.
■ Primary school teachers were
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,

more ~atisfied with their preparation
than high schoolteachers,- ~ F_irst-year teachers were more
sa1Isf1ed than th1rd,year.teachers.
■ Teachers-trained in Kentucky felt
better ·prepared- than did•teachers
from out-of-state colleges.
Some of tlie state's teacher-educalion officials focused on the positive
side ofthe findings.
"We are pleased that 92 percent of
our students are saying they were
well prepared for their positions,"
said Shirley Rains, the dean of the
College of Education at the University of Kentucky.
But 44 percent of the 118 UK students surveyed said they were not
well-prepared to deal with the state's
testing. program, up from 28 percent
in last year's survey. And.one-third of
the UK graduates said they were not
well prepared to handle writing portfolios.
Joe Early,· vice president of academic affairs at Cumberland College
in Williamsburg; said that;while the
survey shows lots of room for improvement, Kentucky colleges and
universities have made-strides in re-·
tooling their programs.
-- · ·
"I didn't see anything today that
w~~

~yp;r~~gatiye. ;r:h~!~.w~r:e some

thmgs.Ccl,.ltke.to.have seen we were
doing better on," said Early, a member of the state teaching· standards
board. "But the process of change is
well under way and the trends are all

positive."
There's still a lcit of work to do,
however, said Sexton of the Prichard
Committee.
"It's more obvious, as we go down
the road of expecting more of
schools, that we've got problems in
what we are teaching and how we
are teaching it," he said.
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By SHERRY l<ENESON-HALL
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - Morehead
State University is unfairly
restraining financial _aid
students from buying textbooks and other materials
from venJers other than its
own bookstore, claims a
lawsuit filed against the
university earlier this
month.
Kevin Terrell, president
of Study Master Book Co. of
Morehead, filed the complaint July 10 in U.S. District Court .
Defendants are MSU and
its board of regents.
During the period from
January 19 through February 1, a number of Morehead State University students entitled to financial
aid signed agreements allowing Study Master to ·collect all or part of those

any assignments of financial
;J.id e)lecuted by students in
"· -"'"•favor of Study Master or any
other private business.
The ~iversity is eng~ging
in unfair trade practices,
_
. Study Master's suit contends,
funds m exchange for credit by allowing students to use
on pur~,hases of b~oks t!~~ ~redit at the_ University Bookother .' educatl'?n r~la
•tore but not at competitors.
materials, the smt said.
r
'
.
.
.
Nearly 70 percent of the , The Uruvers1ty Bookstor~ 1s
university's students are on run by the school, Young said.
some form -of financial aid, I Study Master asked the
according to Pauline Young, 1 court to compel ~SU to ho~or
director of university com- the agreements 1t -made _with
munications. The checks for the s~dents and not to mterfmancial aid may come in fere m future such agreeafter school has already me!J,tS, 3?d to declare that ~e
started, she said.
uruyers1ty h~d used unfair
Study Master delivered, busmess prachces.
the agreement's for payment It also asked for attorney's
on Feb. 11 to .Michael R. fees and court costs.
Walters, associate MSU vice Young de~lined comme_nt for
president of fiscal services. the un1vers1ty. Terrell did not
Walters ret¥rned them to 1r e ~ phone calls from The
Study Master without expla-1Daily,Independen!,
.
nation the same day J
Clauns made m a lawsmt
Then _on Feb. 27, study state only one side of a d1sMaste r received a letter pute.
from the university's lawyers, stating the school had
no· intention of hono~ing
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Lexington Herald-Leader
"If this problem is some kind
Wednesday, July 29. 1998
of alignment of paperwork that's
just mid~e ~ool certµication.
one thing," said Judith Gambill.
J.. 1
Those cernfications require teach•
president of the Kentucky Educaers to have general knowledge in
tion Association, the state's teacha_ll s~bjects, rather than specializa.
ers' organization. "But if it's better
non in one.
training for teachers, then we
At one time that type of certi•
need to look at it very seriously."
fication may have been enough,
This_ study is preliminary,
,
experts say. But teacher know).
Cody said, and more results will
edge is a bigger issue, especialJy
be forthcoming.
in
Kentucky,
where
school
refonn
He said he would be sharing
I
'J
raised the standards of what stu•
the results of the study with the
dents should learn.
Education Professional Standards
As a recent international math
Board, which oversees teacher cer•
and science test showed, U.S. Stu•
ti.fication, but the problem may be
dents lag behind most other deveJ.
more complicated.
oped countries in these subjects.
For example, teachers may
By Linda B. Blackford
One reason for the gap, re•
need more professional developHERAl.Ol£AO£R EDUCATION WRITER
searchers concluded, is that in
ment in subject areas to make up
other countries, middle school stu•
for deficits in college training.
DANVILLE - For several
dents studying algebra and geom•
And secondary and higher educamonths now, Education Commisetry while American students are
tion need to work more closely tosioner Wilmer Cody has theorized
still in regular math.
gether.
that many middle school teachers
may lack training in the subjects
But that means middle school
"There's still a question of
they teach.
math teachers need to be able to
whether teachers have substantial
But he wasn't thrilled to find
teach at much higher levels.
backgrounds they need," he said.
out he was right.
College transcripts have re·
THE COURIER-JOURNAL • WEDNESDAY, JULY 29, 1998
vealed that only about one in four
middle school math teachers actu•
ally majored in math or math education, and only another 15 percent had taken enough math
HE TRAINING of teach• areas. And the Prichard Commitclasses to obtain a minor.
ers is a hot topic every- tee for Academic Excellence is
Mlt's a bigger problem than I
where. The most ex• beginning a year-long study of
rreme example is Mas- teacher preparation in Kentucky.
expected," Cody said at the state
sachusetts, which was thrown
The success of any education
school board meeting yesterday,
into political convulsions and lost reform depends, of course, on
where he released the data.
an education commissioner this teachers' skills, and so .it was inThe transcripts also showed
summer when 59 percent of 1,800 evitable that KERA, Kenrucky's
that 25 percent of math teachers
prospective teachers failed a new ambitious package of school re•
repeated a math class, and 55 perstandardized licensing exam.
forms, would require equally amcent of them had never taken a
Kentucky, too, is confronting bitious initiatives in teacher train•
Calculus I class.
the issue, but, thank goodness, in ing. It's frustrating that they've
Cody thinks the reason for
a more sane and constructive been so long coming. As a new
manner than arguing over test survey confirmed, too many new
this lack of specialization is simscores.
teachers, while generally satisfied
ple: the certification for most midThe state Education Profes- with their preparation, still say
dle school teachers doesn't resional Standards Board is adopt- they're not adequately trained to
1uire subject concenrrations.
ing a new, more assenive ap- do all that KERA expects.
·This is not a statement to be
proach toward developing meanKentuckians should be encour-r1tical of teachers." Codv said.
ingful standards for teachers. The aged, though, that the problem 1s
'They're doing the best they can
state Education Depamnent is now getting the sustained - and
and doing what they're told."
srressing ways to improve teach- thoughtful - attention it de•
The study began five months
ers' knowledge of their subject serves.
ago when state Education Depan'..exrngton Herald-Leader
mem employees nouced that
Wednesday. July 29. 1998
when they helped local teachers
faculty and staff across the state. In
to align their curriculum with
fact. Kentucky Tech is alive and well.
Readers' views
state goals, a lot of middle school
Prior to July 1, Kentucky Tech was
teachers didn't seem to know the
a system of secondary and post-seccourses very well.
ondary schools administered by the
Stephen Clements of the
state's Deparonent for Technical° EduLong-tenn Policy Policy Research
cation. Cabinet for Workforce Develop•
Center, which helped conduct the
ment. On July 1, the post-secondary
research, said state researchers
schools joined the new system.
picked math because of low stu•
However. Kentuckv Tech is still a
dent math scores.
system of schools - ·54 of which are
Just as Cody prepared to renrea technolol{y centers serving aplease the data." a regional stud y
We were delighted that the Heraldnrox1matelv 120 local school districts
found that an alarming number
Leader reported on technical training 10
;md l O no1;•public schools across the
of grades 7-12 Kentucky science
"'A new class of schools" in the June 30
-rate. These 54 Kentucky Tech schools
teachers hadn't majored in their
issue. The article dealt with the trans1•nil continue to exist.
,-,uoiects either. Codv ,,aid the
rion of 25 post-secondarv Kenruch
Serving secondary ~tudents 1s our
problem might be in · the middle
Tech schools Into the ne\V state Commmary goal. but our role will contmue
chools.
munity and Technical College System.
1 expand by Sef\·ing the need· oi and
The results showed his hunch
However, we feel compelled to point
partnering with our local communities
was right.
out an inaccuracy in the anicle. The rein economic development and training
Only one-third of middle
porter wrote • ... Kentucky Tech will
erforts.
::;chool math teachers have a high
cease to exist, at least in name."
Allen D. Rose
school math certificate, which reThis statement is in error and
Secretary. Cabrnet of Workforce Development
quires a math emphasis. Another
caused an outcry of concern from secEmil S. Jezik
Actrng Commrss1oner Department for Technr•
~~1ir?. have ~nly el~men_t~f1'. ~ernondary Kentucky Tech administrators,

,..,eachers'
••
aunng
tr
Iacking

studY saVS

Shortfall found in
middle school math

Training teache~s

T

Kentucky Tech's
mission is still
alive and well

Lexington Herald-Leader
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Lexington Herald-Leader
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Fl!'5_t staffer elected to UK board: Russell
WII hams, a senior personnel trainer in the Human
Resource Services Division at the University of
Kentucky, was elected yesterday as the first staff
m~ber to serve on the UK Board of Trustees.
W!lhams was the top vote-getter of six candidates; he received 253 of 878 votes cast by UK's
non-teaching personnel in the July 24 election.
Non-teachmg personnel at UK cast their votes
electronically on an Internet Web page and by
paper ballot at several locations around campus.

Judge limits _suit of NKIJ
by reprimanded professor
ASSOCIATED PRESS

COVINGTON - Both sides
can claim partial victories in a
federal lawsuit filed against
Northern Kentucky University by
one of its art professors.
U.S. District Judge Jennifer B.
Coffman ruled that NKU's sexualharassment policy is vague,
overly broad and doesn't give
enough guidelines.
But Coffman also ruled that
professor Kevin Booher, who sued
NKU after he was reprimanded
under the sexual-harassment policy, cannot put in a claim for damages, because the university dismissed his punishment after he
appealed it.
Booher filed the lawsuit in
1996 after he was reprimanded in
connection with a student's sexual-harassment claim.
He later was censured by the
art department for unrelated comments he made about a controversial exhibit.
Booher, of Covington, will be
allowed to bring his lawsuit to trial on claims that he was defamed

and his First Amendment right to
free speech was violated.
Coffman said Booher could
pursue his claim that Art Department
Chairwoman
Barbara
Houghton defamed him by questioning his teaching ability in
front of students.
Coffman also ordered a settlement conference Aug. 24 to determine whether the parties can resolve their differences without
further proceedings.
Rick Meyers, a spokesman for
NKU, said the university may appeal the ruling that the policy is
too vague.
"Our policy is comparable to
many used by higher-education
institutions," Meyers said.
The sexual-harassment claim
against Booher was, made by a female student who said the professor made remarks about a female
nude model and other comments
in 1995 that made the student uncomfortable.
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: Dr. Dreama Price an
:MSU professor
~ssistant professor ~f
~ets appointment !!ducation in MSU's
Department of Elementary
: FRANKFORT - A
Reading and Special
Morehead State University
faculty member is among 12 Education, will represent
MSU faculty with a
9eople appointed by Gov.
specialty or background in
:Paul Patton to serve on the
reading and literacy on the
,state's Early Reading
committee, according to an
/Incentive Grant Steering
announcement from
;Committee.
Patton's office.
Price's term on the panel
will expire July 24, 1999.
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AI nanies top
nianagenient
te8.lll positions
Lampe: No timetable set
for more announcements
By l<ENNEIH HART
OFTHE

DAILY INDEPENDENT

RUSSELL - Ashland Inc.
has announced the appointment of a IO-member senior
management team, the first
step in the corporate restructuring process that
was announced last week by
the company.
Most of the appointments
will be effective Oct. 1. All
of the senior managers will
report to Paul W. Chellgren,
Ashland chairman and chief
executive officer.
Ashland announced July
20 - the same day it revealed it was moving corporate headquarters to Covington - that it would revamp its administrative
structure to keep pace with
changes in its operations
and to reflect its transformation from a refining-

based company to a diversified energy finn.
"The expressed purpose of
the restructuring is to reduce overall costs of our
general and administrative
staffs and to reduce the absolute numbers of positions
and people in the general
and administrative areas of
the company," Ashland
spokesman Stan Lampe
said.
Ashland said it would
move its executive headquarters from Russell t.o
Covington within the next
4-6 months. As many as 225
people who currently work
at Ashland's corporate
headquarters are expected
to lose their jobs as a result
of the move. Some 100 to 125
will make the movei'Io Covington and 125-175 will stay
in the Ashland area.
SEE Al

~

►Cities
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delegation will recommend
that the borough develop a sisterhood with Morehead. Col·lins predicted that such approval was a formality.
While 1,200 U.S. cities and
counties - including 15 in
Kentucky - have formed sister city partnerships since the
program was launched in 1956,
Morehead would be the first
Northeastern Kentucky community to. find an overseas sibling, accoi'tting to program administrators.
The partnerships can lead to
cultural and educational exchanges and tourism and economic development initiatives,
and comm unities can help
each other find solutions to
common problems.
"It makes the world a smaller place when you become
friends with another country
like that," White-Dacci said.
While in Morehead, Ballymena Mayor James Currie
and his family stayed in the
home of Jackie Green, who introduced the Curries lo tacos
and taught Andrew, the
mayor's 12-year-old son, how
to say ''Howdy, partner," "I
got me a coonskin cap from

Boonesborough" with an Eastern Kentucky draw.
Green said the past few days
taught her a lot, even about
Americans.
"We're very wasteful people," she said. " ... They don't
leave anything on their
plates."
Ballymena borough covers
200 square miles about 30
miles north of Belfast and has
about 30,000 residents - Morehead has 8,357 - and is a
growing commercial center
with a railway line running
through the borough and an
international airport and two
seaports less than 30 minutes
away.
Where economic development partnerships are concerned. Rankin said Ballymena
has a large tobacco products
manufacturing plant, and tobacco is plentiful in Northeastern Kentucky.
Collins said Morehead State
University and Rowan County
Senior High School could develop cultural exchange and
scholarship programs with
schools in and near Ballymena, and teleconferencing
could be used for educational
purposes.
Above all, Rankin hoped a
sister city partnership would
allow Morehead residents to be
exposed to Northern Ireland.

•
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By TOM LEWIS / OF THE DAILY INDEPEN

Jackie Green of Morehead tells Andrew Currie about chicken and dumplings during pot luck dinner Sunday for lrlsh vl11Hor,

Cities to enter sisterhood
Morehead talks of joining
town in Northern
Ireland
"The community has come
By TOM LEWIS
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Even a runin with a skunk apparently
won't prevent representatives
from- Ballymena in Northern
Ireland from recommending
that the borough's council
form a sister city relationship
with Morehead.
Several community leaders
from Morehead went_ to Northern Ireland last October for
the 1997 Sister Cities International conference in Belfast
and began discussing a sisterhood with Ballymena. An 11member delegation from Ballymena wrapped up a weekend
visit in Morehead this morning and is now headed to
Miami for the 1998 Sister Cities International convention.
Guests and hosts alike said
the visit was a total success.·

together for this more than
anything I have ever seen,"
said Jan White-Dacci, a former
Morehead City Council member who traveled to Northern
Ireland last fall.
"It's been absolutely tremendous," Ballymena Alderman
P.J. McAvoy said of his time
in Morehead: "The generosity
has been second to none. Since
we've arrived, we've been
treated almost like royalty."
Except for an encounter
with a skunk.
· As Morehead Mayor Brad
Collins walked McAvoy to his
hotel room Friday night, accompanied by Ballymena
Town Clerk and Chief Executive Mervyn Rankin, they
were greeted by a skunk.
McAvoy said the Ballymena
SEE CITIES
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NCAA ~eport re~•ects.
two claims U of L
made in its defense
.a_ ,

Hearing on basketball,
volleyball infractions·
is just nine days away
By JIM HOPKINS
and ASHLEYMcGEACHY
The Courier-Journal
NCAA investigators have rejected
part of the University of Louisville's
defense against alleged rule violations in the women's volleyball and
men's basketball programs.
The disagreement comes as
U of L prepares for a critical meeting Aug. 9 before an NCAA infrac-

tions committee.
The dispute involves two of the
nine allegations that the NCAA
lodged against the school in April.
At issue is whether:
■ Former assistant basketball
coach Carlton "Scooter" McCray
improperly helped a player's father
get a discounted hotel room in Louisville.
■ U of L failed to educate the
head volleyball coach about NCAA
rules and regulations.
·
.
Chuck Smrt, director of enforcement for the National Collegiate
Athletic Association, said in an interview that it wasn't unusual for issues to remain unresolved heading
into a hearing. But he declined to
comment on specific aspects of the
NCAA investigators' position, including the potential significance of
the disputed issues to the case's outcome.
Kevin Miller, U of L associate athletic director, said the unresolved
areas - outlined in a report prepared oy the NCAA enforcement
staff for the hearing - are "just a
matter of interpretation."
"Overall we thought the report
was fairly clean because we agree
on 90 percent of the issues," Miller
said.
Miller said he didn't know what
affect the disputed matters· might
h.,,.,,.

nn

tho r,::u,o 1 c ri:>cnl11tinn "WA

just want to be sure our side is pre-

sented," he said.
Since the allegations first surfaced
last summer, there have been broad
changes in U ofL's athletic department, and the university has imposed
penalties on itself. The penalties included reprimanding men's head basketball coach Denny Crum and suspending head volleyball coach Leonid
Yelin for a month without pay.
.The NCAA's Division I Committee
on Infractions could accept those
penalties or demand.other sanctions.
Although eight of .the nine violations
concern the volleyball program, the
NCAA has said additional penalties
wouldn't have to be handed out proportionately.
The allegations come at a time
when the men's basketball program
- the university's top money-making
sport - remains on two years' NCAA
probation because of earlier rule violations.
The case - deemed "major" by
the NCAA - has followed a tortuous path, producing hundreds of
pages of witness testimony during investigations by both U of L and the
NCAA's staff.
The rejection of part of the university's defense came in a case summary by the NCAA enforcement staff
that is the last formal step before the
hearing in Seattle. The NCAA gave a
copy of the report to U of L, and The
Courier-Journal obtained it this week
from the university under Kentucky's
open-records law.
U of L officials voluntarily reported
violations a year ago;The basketball
violations were revealed after the
newspaper had begun an inquiry into
the program.
In April, NCAA investigators formally accused the university of the
nine violations - all involving incidents in 1996. Many of the infractions concerned recruiting violations
and.rules forbidding-extra b.enefits
for student-athletes or their relatives.
The university immediately objected to a few of the charges, and in
June filed a formal response outlin-

606- 783-2030

In the case summary, however,
NCAA investigators swept aside some
of U of L's objections, offering fresh
details of the enforcement staff's po-

sition. ~- .. ~ ::·

·~

Men's bi!9sketball

. '

Still'.in -<l!spute_.,is, the. timing ~f- a,
telephone. 911 made'.lby,Mi:Cray, tl)e,,
forniei':?ass15tanCbaslc'etball , coach~'.
asking'tfie,Wilsoit'lnn'in'Louisvilliffo''
offer Frederick Johnson· "any kind of
special rate you can give him,'.' accordipgjo the.~se sUj1111Jary. , . · ·
··- ,·•· ___ ,.,, ."'{-..f~''"t' '.f;'. _,· ... ·....
Johnson;· the father· of forward
Nate· Johnson,, mcived· to Louisville
from Philadelphia in the fall of 1996
to be near his son durin~ his first
year playi~ for the university.
.
ln~heir·April complaiiit;,NCAA in•
-vestigators ,said· McCray,_placed' the
call· befor~Johnson· began·bis five,
mont1f·stafin September 1996 - and'
that the call resulted.in Johnson getting a 50 percent discount on· his
room rate.

If true:tiiafwo'uld constitute a vfo.'
lation of the NCAA's "extra-benefit".
rule, which says. a pJayer iir his rel a:
tives cannot be given special treat,
ment that isn't available to all other
students and their relatives,
However, in its June rebuttal, the
university _said "the weight of the reliable evidence," including statements by McCray.himself, supported
its belief that McCray called the Wilson Inn after Johnson had checked in
and after he received an unsolicited
discount.
Rejecting U of L's position, NCAA
investigators noted that during two
interviews, former Wilson lnn assistant manager Daphney King said
McCray ·called before Johnson
check~din.
Although some of King's testimony.
conflicted on the origin of the discount, the investigators said she
"consistently has reported that
McCray called her the same day that
Johnson checked into the Wilson Inn
to apprise her that Johnson needed a

room."

~

.. The,_lnvestig~to~. ais_o· noted tbat1
Johilsoii himself said'theWilson Inn
was anticipating his arrival when he
checked in.
And the investigators said telephone records show McCray made
two calls totaling six minutes to Nate
Johnson's U of L dormitory room where his father was staying temporarily - the day before and the day
of Frederick Johnson's hotel check-

in.

The investigators noted that· Nate
Johnson said he'd never spoken with
McCray as a result of a call to. his
dorm-room, and that Nate's academic
schedule showed he should have
been in class when the second call
was made. That led investigators to
conclude McCray's calls were to
Frederick Johnson, telling him that
advance hotel arrangements had
been made.
University officials have said'the·
timing of McCray's call to the hotel
seeking a discounted room could.go
to intent and the degree to which
\!cCray was involved.
S;ieaking generally, and not about·
,~e LJ of L case in particular, Smrt,
the enforcement director, acknowledged this week that the degree to
which a person like McCray was in.valved "could be a factor" in deliberations by the NCAA- committee.
The allegation against the basketball program includes a second part
on which both the NCAA and0U of.L:
agree --that McCray used his personal Diners Club card to keel,' Johnson from being evicted from hts hotel·
room. That also constituted an improper extra benefit, both sides
agree. U of L has said it was an unintentional violation, however.-

Women's volleyball
The still-disputed issue in volleyball concerns culpability, not facts.
U of L and the enforcement staff
agree that, among other things, head
coach Yelin made numerous·recruitinjl violations and provided impermissible benefits to several studentathletes.
But U of L disagrees· with the investigators' allegation that the university failed to educate Yelin adequately about NCAA Division I legislative rules.
The university contends that Yelin,
a former coach at a Division II
school, "should have been familiar
with the legislation ... and the university would have no special reason
to provide private instruction to Yelin," the case summary says.
Furthermore, "the university as•
serts that if Yelin had consulted with
the institution's compliance staff before committing the recruiting violations, the compliance staff could have
prevented the violations from occurring."
.
However, the enforcement staff's
stance is that "the onus should have
been on the university to provide Yelin (with) rules education ... to guarantee that in moving from a Division
II to a Division I member school, he
did not commit violations ot, even
fundamental NCAA legislation.'/·.
Yelin didn't knowingly vjolate the
rules because he wasn't educated
about them, which is U of L's fault,
accordim! to-the enforcement staff.

The staff cites a Nov. 6, 1997, telephone interview with Beatrice Crane,
a formerU of L compliance coordinator, as evidence that Yelin did not
have a grasp of the rules.
·
Crane described Yelin's proficiency
with NCAA legislation as "poor- at
best, a!ld what was more frustrating·
than h1s:lack of knowledge was his
stubbornness, or his insistence on
what he believed was right," according to the case summary.
The enforcement .staff also· skid
that because Yelin failed to pass the
NCAA Coaches Certification Exam
on his first attempt, the university
should have doubted his proficiency
with the rules.
,
•
The other seven allegations ctmcerning the volleyball program are
not in dispute. They include improper
financial aid given to two players and
help given- to players in completing
university admissions forms.

Changes already
announced by U of L
Since the basketball and volleyball
allegations were first made public in

the spring and summer of 1997
. ~ of L has announced a hostof self'.
imposed penalties. There also·have
been _administrative changes in the
athlel!c department.
In addition to reprimanding Crum,
U of L purushed McCray by freezing
his salary for a year. McCray was
placed on, probation for a year, and
he and Crum were ordered to attend
an NCAA compliance-awareness program.
A week later, Athletic Director Bill
Olsen announced his retirement;,.·,
Olsen's repla~ement, Tom jiirlch
has been.-especially vocal inasaying
th_e department wa1:1ts to compl:-1.fjllly
Wit~ N~regulal!ons. Under Iii!\ dire~1on, the department's NCAA comphance staff has been beefed up.·
, Last month, McCray was ·,reassigned to a·new job.as speciaJ,assis•
.tantto Jurich.
·· ·
·
In. a_dditi?n, to. suspendi~g: Yelin,
th e umvers1ty s penalties againstthe
yolleyball program included cancelmg a t~am trip to Japan, forfeiting all
1996 v1ctones and eliminating one
scholarship for 1998.
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Finance officials report
record $366.4 million
state budget surplus
FRANKFORT (AP) - With a
record state surplus, more
Road Fund money than expected and a windfall from federal transportation funds, the
coming year could be a busy
one for construction.
When the budget was put together by the General Assembly earlier this year, the
total surplus was expected to
come in just under $300 million. And a plan was created to
spend it. The General Fund
surplus turned out to be $366.4
million, state finance officials
told the Appropriations and
Revenue Committee Tuesday.
The boon was largely attributable to much larger than
expected tax receipts to the
state's General Fund. The fiscal year that ended June 30
was the first in Kentucky
where tax revenue crossed the
$6 billion mark.
During the same year, the
Road Fund took in more than

$1 billion for the first time.

"We thought the economy in
fiscal year 1997 was the economy of the decade and fiscal '98
turned out to be just a little bit
better," said Don Mullis, director of the Office of Financial Management and Economic Analysis,
The largest single chunk is
$100 million for research
grants and endowments at the
University of Kentucky and
University of Louisville. That
money will assist in programs
of national prominence.
The other big chunk is actually a list of nearly 200 individual projects, many of which
will actually be paid for with
bond proceeds. They range·
from two new nursing homes
for veterans to grants for airports, sewer lines, park lodges,
community centers, campgrounds, golf courses; water
lines, swimming po_ols and
youth centers.
--·

MSU sued by Study Master
for 'unfair business practice'
By SEAN KELLY
Staff Writer

credit agreements.
Study Master, which opened
in Morehead in October 1994,
also has a store in Clarksville,
Tenn., which opened in April

said the school would not comment on the case.

She said about 70 percent of

students receive some form of

A local textbook store is suing
financial aid, some of which
Morehead State University, 1993.
comes in after school begins.
claiming the school is restrict!ng
MSU is represented by LexingPauline
Young,
MSU
director
financial aid students to buying
ton attorney John G. Irvin Jr.
textbooks and supplies from its of university communications,
own campus bookstore.
Kevin Terrell· owner of Study
Master, filed th.; lawsuit against
MSU and its board of regents
July 10 in U.S. District Court in
Ashland, through Lexington
attorney Stan Lee.
The complaint claims that
between Jan. 19 and Fe_b._ 1,
some MSU students receivmg
financial aid signed agreements,
allowing them to buy textbooks
"The feedback we are getting
and other related materials
By SEAN KELLY
from the classroom is that (new)
from Study Master on credit.
teachers are better prepared
Staff Writer
In exchange, the agreement
than they ever have been," she
allowed Study Master to collect
A state survey of Kentucky's
said.
part or all of the students' finannewest elementary teachers
"The teachers we're getting
cial aid.
revealed that at least a quarter
now know about portfolios and
The complaint said that
thought they were "moderately
assessment," Freeland said.
copies of the agreements. were
or very poorly" prepared to use · "Teachers are bringing portfodelivered on Feb. 11 .to Michael
technology and portfolios in
lios to their interviews. I encourWalters ' associate MSU
vice
classroom instruction.
age all new teachers to do that.•
.
president of fiscal serv1ces.
But Rowan County's school
"You don't find new teachers
The suit claimed Walters
superintendent said new local
afraid of computers," she added.
returned the agreements the
teachers have performed well in
"Most have grown up with techsame day to Study Master, withthose two areas, which are
nology."
out explanation.
major keys in the Kentucky
MSU attorneys then sent a
Tiie district hires about a
Education Reform Act·(KERA).
letter to Study Master ?n Feb.
handful of new teachers each
And two Morehead State Uni27 stating that the university
year, Freeland said.
versity professors questioned
wduld not tum the financial ai_d
Mark and Edna Schack, MSU
whether the negative response
over to the store, the .lawsm t
education professors, said they
from some of the new teachers
teach future teachers the "best
was due to first-job jitters rather
said.
U.
The suit charged that MS is
practices" concept, based on
than actual ability.
engaging in an u~fair trade
research of other programs
A telephone survey commi~practice, by allowmg )ts s~uthroughout the U.S.
sioned by the Kentucky Instidents credit at the University
"The best practices consistent
tute for Education Research
Bookstore, but nnt at competing
with the profession happens to
interviewed 1,146 of the state's
be consistent with KERA," Mark
5,569 newest first, second and
stores.
Study Master demanded the
Schack said.
third-grade teachers.
court to declare that MSU used
Edna Schack said training in
Only 8 percent said they were
unfair business practices, and
poorly prepared to teach. But
assessment and technology is
compel the school to honor the
when asked about preparation
incorporated in her classes.
in three specific areas - assesscredit agreements.
"I wasn't totally surprised,"
Terrell when contacted by
ments such as writing portfolios,
she said of the state survey
The Morehead News,. said he
technology and student disc_iresults. But she speculated the
could not comment specifically pline - the numbers who said
negative responses may have
on the case until .he. 'tonaulted
they weren't ready jumped. sigmore to do with apprehension
with his attorney.
about the teachers' first jobs.
nificantly.
"I just want ~o do _the same
Twenty-four percent said
"I think with any job you go
· thing they (University· Book- they weren't well prepared to
to, you have a certain amount of
store) are able to do," he said. use portfolios, and 30 percent
apprehension," Edna Schack
Terrell added that this was the were not prepared to use techsaid. "No one feels 100 percent
first time the store used the no logy, such as computers.
prepared for any position they
Another 23 perc..,nt were not
take.•
"It depends on what their
ready to address student disci(new teachers') expectations
pline problems, the survey said;
Kay Freeland, Rowan County
are," Mark Schack said. Assll!llsuperintendent, said that ne.w
ing that college will totally preteachers coming into the district
pare teachers for actual classare prepared in the technology
room situations "is more than

Education leadf~rsquestion results
of KERA survey

--..J __ _.r_1:-
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